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Every farmer knows that certain crops

improve

while others impoverish the
soil. But it is oot necessary to confine
one's attention to the improvers alone.
SORWAY.
To build up a farm one should study the
'u *·
1USoc Hour·—to
matter of crop rotation.
This is a matI
ter for you to decide for yourselves.
η f. sMITU,
am not able to suggest here any rotation
for general use, as different crops would
Attorney at Law,
have to be used on different soils and
MAINE.
SoRWAY,
also different men would tind different
Collections a Specialty
.u t
β
H
crops more paying and more convenient.
I tind that on the clay a rotation of
PARK.
cowpeas, followed by wheat, this by
JhKKRΚ A
clover sown in the wheat and winding
Attorneys at Law,
up with coru gives a convenient and
MAINS.
beneficial rotation. This is a four-year
BKTHK:..
BUery C.Park
rotation. The soil will hold its own
A : tièon fc Herrlck.
with such rotation, but to build up more
rapid'y we leave out the wheat and
&
break up the pea stubble for the clover.
J. H.
We make a practice of sowing peas in
CIVII KNtilNI-eRS AND SURVEYORS.
the corn at last plowing for fall pasture.
Ill.it Street, South Parle, Maine.
This proves a great help to the land and
Telephone 111-12.
also a very useful pasture because of
the time of the year. We sometimes sow
Maps and Pian# made to order.
winter rye for pasture and turn it under
tltuberlande and (tucket maps oil
Μ,
1 in the
spring for corn or clover or pasteMuv..: : for sale.
!-hers of the Atlas of Maine.)
and plow under the
ure the cowpeas
vines for wheat. These crops of green
manure work a marvelous effect and in
It is supposed that
a very short time.
one cannot afford to plow under a crop
since
it is a crop of but
in this way, but
Me.
; Main St., Norway,
little feed value the gain to the clover,
corn or wheat crops will make good the
loss, to say nothing of benefit received
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GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR CALLOW PEOPLE

Cord Wood,

Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Stove Wood and I

Coal at
A. W. Walker &

Son's,

South Paris, Maine.
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There is very often an objection raised
to this plan of soiling, claiming that it
will make the land sour. It is not the
added humus but the imperfect drainage system that makes the land sour. 1
might add that many soils are supposed
to be much less fertile than they really
The
are because they are not drained.
soil becomes cold and close and eventually becomes acid, which injures the
growing crops. The unhealthy plants
cannot extract the chemicals from the
soil no matter how plentiful such plant
foods may be.
Tiling is not used as plentifully as it
should be. There are uo doubt many
places on your farm that tiling would
work to perfection. The tight soils can be
drained by open ditches. We have no tile
whatever and feel the need of none, although our drainage system is not what
The closeness of the soil
it might be.
and the lay of the land make open ditches
successful.—£. J. Reed in Rural
World.

Farm Help Working

on

palm

waste.—Cor.

Schedule.

I once observed the labor problem
very riatisfactorily solved oo a farm in
Oxford County where a certain farmer
was carrying on a milk farm of 4.» cows.
were
always
This man's neighbors
struggling with the hired man question.
They could never get men .when they
wanted them and when they secured
help it was of such an unworthy character that it was of little value. An
analysis of the situation disclosed the
fact that save this man there were none
of the farmers doing more than a fraction of what they might do or ought
under the circumstances to have done.
They were living alopg under a loose
plan or no plau at all, keeping all the
of
way from none to perhaps one half
the cows their farm would sustaio, raising a little sweet corn, keeping a few
pigs, growing a small garden, cutting
some hay and a little timber and cord
wood. Aside Jjorn the cost of living
there was not enough cash made on the
farm to think of hired help only as an

exception.
Unfortunately a man will not remain
in the country the whole year to work a
few weeks at special times. On the
farm above noted, however, there was a
plan. At a fixed time in the morning

Sawing

failure as no one tried to guess more
than a few and in most cases were wrong
in their guesses. The specimens were
fair sized pieces from trunks or limbs,
of the
showing well the bark and color
wood. Later in the season a leaf exhibit would be very interesting. The
fait grown leaf should be spread out
and fastened to a card so that its formation can be plainly seen. To arouse an
ic
interest in the minds of the children
in
this most important subject may help
15 veirs expert Watch- the future toward the reforesting of oui
maker with
country.
The juvenile picnic which is greatly
Kennard &Co.f Boston.
time of inenjoyed by all can be made a if some in
struction as well as pleasure
tereeted person makes the occasion ont
All Work
in th<
of study of the trees to be found
Guaranteed.
chosen woods. In note books each kinc
down together with th<
can be
a

Bigelow.

jotted

A I it* le out of the wa) general appearances, habits of growtl
and the nee made of the tree. In futur»
but it pays to wa'k.
studies these notes may be of grea
«EU*. WATCHES. CLOCKS value to the student as location of varie
ant I
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We Do all Kindt of....
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is

Safety for Wives and Children.
ii ,
One of our leadiog state exchange·
discussing editorially the value of fir»
lengthy artlcli ,
proof building·, close· a advice:
"Pin ,
with the following good
the prope
proof construction is also
for al [
thing for homes, and in fact
t
buildings meant to last a lifetime. Bu
stored in in
at least libraries should be
I
combustible houses. Also wives am
■

children when valuable for preservation
I
should sleep in incombustible homes
store on
Why not?" Why not, say we, with oui
wive· and ohildren, along
safe an>
libraries, where they will be
are
we know at all times where they
in tbt
The suggestion is a new oneU>ut
radical
going on who knows bu

changes

individual fire proof beds and sleepinj
those super
rooms, or refrigerator· for
fashion
heated, may not become the
evolved In the*
Strange thing· are being
day·.—Dr. Twitchell In Maine Farmer.
•

OF

MRS.

SIBLEY

Id the report of the Founder's Day
exercises at Paris Hill some time since
reference was made to a paper read by
Miss Persis N. Andrews, being extracts
from the journal of her mother, the late
Mrs. Penis Sibley Andrews, wife of Congressman Charles Andrews. Miss Andrews explained before reading this paper that while her mother had a somewhat cordial dislike for things political,
she had been obliged on account of the
election of Mr. Andrews to tho office of
Clerk of Courts to remove from Dixfield
to Purls Hill, and came with a conviction that she would not like the change.
Jany. 13, 1846—Ai'orsTA.
I left Paris at 12 o'clock noon yesterday in a single sleigh, for the stage wan
undergoing repairs, with an old lazy
boree, and an older, lazier driver—arrived at No. Turner Bridge so late that the
impatient mail stage would not stop to
let me give my child so much as a cup of
milk. This time 'twas a two horse lumber box with a swearing driver, but he
had the merit of being smart and drove
the
to Winthrop, where
Jehu-like
Portland driver had been waiting more
than an hour for him. He tried to hurry us into his four-horse stage sleigh
without our having a mouthful of food.
Arrived at Augusta at 10 p. m.
Stirring timen
Jany IS, Augusta.
hore. Gov. and Council in session &
this is appointing session. Large dele-

from every county are here to
awake influence for or against candidates. Legislature does not meet until
May. Summer sessions are to be experimented upon.
Jany 20. Left Augusta at four Α. m
on the stage for Waldo Co.
(On the trip
home to Paris one night was spent at

gations

Wayne.)

Country Gentleman.

Feb. 19.

Mr. Andrews took us with

Norwav we were run
party before we knew it,
where were about 30 remaining of the
200 that had vieited the minister.
All the county about here is in a state
of excitement about the "express" from
Halifax to Montreal, by steamboat to
Portland then across the country to Andover &c passing thro' this town. Horses
were stationed five miles apart, ail harnessed to the sleigh & a man standing
beside them day & night for three days
before wantedr The express passed last
night traveling at the rate of 20 miles
and the
per hour. It is fine sleighing
road bas been repaired all the way for
this occasion, A what is all this trouble
and expense for? Why the British steamboats arrive io Boston and raise the
jealousy or envy of the New Yorkers &
Portlanders & these have joined to carry
the news to Montreal this way quicker
than the Bostoniens can do it. I saw in
Montreal
my ride to-day the Portland Jb
railroad staked out, at which the Bostonians sneer so much. It is a great
project and much uncertainty yet hangs
It is very difficult to get the
over it.
stock taken up as yet.
February 22—Several ladies have called
and appear genteel, educated, and more
accomplished than is usual for a country
village. We have read "Tom Bourke of
Ours" aloud and found it deeply interoafinnr
α γα now reading "Mvsteries of
At
summer.
into a donation

Parle."

February 28—Calvin Washburn, who
with his family has been in the Miller

delusion for two years and has done no
work, came to me last Monday, saying:
'•I have become convinced of error aud
of the necessity of our going to work. I
have three girls and I waut you to ta)ce
The result is that I have
one of them."
a little short girl nearly 14, to work at
50 cents a week.
March S—Several ladies have called
the past week. I am well pleased with
the first appearance of ladies here; they
dress with taste and a good degree of regard for fashion, In manners graceful,

Not Big Ears But Big Acres.
Tbe item about the corn prizes of the
Maine Dairymen's Association is another evidence of returning sanity in
Tbe Pennsylvania associacorn shows.
tion is also offering prizes for corn
yields, and it seems that the childish
play shows of pretty ears and score card
the
judging will ere long be relegated to and
same oblivion as the solid color
black points fad in Jersey cattle breeding. Cattle are bred for their products
and not for color only, and corn should
be bred for coru to the acre rather than
pretty score card ears. I do not beliove
that the pretty ear fad has advanced the
product of corn to the acre, except
through exciting a greater interest in
tbe corn crop in general. If it could be
showu that tbe perfect score card ear is
of necessity productive of a larger crop
when used for seed, there would be
more common sense in the fad.
I spoke at an institute last winter on
corn breeding, and urged the farmers to
tbe prolific charpay more attention to
acter of the corn than to the particular
tbe
style of tne ear, the good points in not
ear being desirable, of course, but
Tbe
corn.
the Bole object of growing
institute director, when I urged the
breeding to a variety that would uniformly produce two ears to the plant,
called up a corn breeder present and
asked him if he did not prefer a single
He replied that be
ear to the stalk.
did. Of course he did, because be had
always been breeding for the big ear,
ear
being a regular exhibitor at tbe corn
shows, where a medium sized ear of prolific corn stood no show with the judges.
But this year all over the country they
are offering prizes for yields with methods of cultivation and cost of crop, and
there really seems to be a prospect of
getting away from the child's play
ear·.—Cor. Tribune Farmshows of

of any kind or Finish tor IneUle oi
wvrk, send In your orders. Pine Luni
Shingles on han<l Cheap for Caah.

Maine.
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the men got at work. Each man had
his particular work to do all of the time.
The farmer took bis place with his men.
At 6 o'clock p. si. all the work was done
and the men were ready for supper.
This rule was lived up. If a man wanted to get off for a day or a week all he
had to do was to say so and all hands,
farmer and all, divided his work so that
while he was gone his work was done by
the rest. The hired men were paid
moderate wages but always seemed
happy, contented and interested. One
man wurked on this farm for thirteen
years, another for seven. The practice
The farmer had
was long rerm service.
the utmost confidence in his men. The
men were of no higher class than most
hired roeif but some way the arrangement was such as to secure highest results. It was in the plan. This farm
was known far and wide but what made
it famous and profitable was the method.
—Ii. H. Clarke in Turf. Farm and Home.

any knowledge of habits
^ain.—Grange Review.
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THE

village·.

ANDREWS, READ AT
FOUNDER'S DAY EXERCISES AT PARIS
PKRSI8

feed to a cow when she is being milked;
others say always give the cow something to be licking at when she is being
milked, and more milk will be secreted
by the cow. My own opinion is that it
makes little difference so far as the food
is concerned. It does make a difference
as regards the habit of the cow and the
habit of her milker. The secretion of
milk is partly if not wholly a mental
process. That an angry or excited human mother will secrete milk for her
babe that does not agree with the babe's
digestion is a known fact, and a mad or
excited cow will not secrete as much
milk during the time she is being milked as the cow that is happy. Now to
the point: If a cow is happy in the
expectation that she is to be fed something she likes after she is milked, aud
is being milked by a person she is in
sympathy with, she likely will-producea
a full flow of milk; but if her milker is
or a boisperson she has no respect for,
terous fellow, she will, if of a nervous
temperament, not produce the quantity
of milk she would were her attention being drawn toward eating food, and she
would not be thinking of her milker or
her surroundings. It therefore depends
of
upon circumstances and dispositions
cows and their milkers more than it
does upon whether cows in general are
eating when they are being milked or
not. The all important thing is to keep
the old cow good natured and happy.
Some very tine meals had better be
moistened a little, as they will be relished better, and it takes too much saliva
moisten them.
to
Ordinary grains
ground into meal, like corn and oats
ground together, can be fed just as
with moisture. Slop
unmixed
well
foods, so that a cow half drinks them,
are not so valuable as if the meals they
are made of were fed dry, as a general
rule, eubject to exceptional conditions.
—C. D. Smead, V. S., in Tribune Farm-
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EXTRACTS

Norway,
Cape,
Poland

the Forties.

him to Norway this afternoon—a smart
Feeding the Dairy Cow.
five miles from this—passed thro*
Some practical dairymen will say village
Paris Cape the largest village in Oxford
never feed grain feed or any kind of
Co. This must be a delightful ride in

The Study of Trees.
Summer is filled with possibilities for
profitable study and recreation combined and no subject can be better adapted
to the use of the work among the youngand Job Work er members of the Grange than the
Pla ng,
study of trees. Many men and women,
particularly the latter, spend long lives
Mau-hed Plue Sheathing for Sale.
in ignorance of all the names of the trees
ReΓ. W. I'HAXDLER,
except the moat common ones.
cently a member of one of the Oswego
Maine.
^utuner,
County's Granges was asked to bring to
the Grange specimens of as many different kinds of trees as he could find in the
immediate vicinity and he responded
with an exhibit of sixty different varieties and named two more kinds which
he knows of but hadn't time to secure.
This boy'β father happens to be a stuthe
dent of nature and helped in naming
varieties. A guessing contest on the
kinds of trees was called for but proved

If
Ouiber

Paris Hill in

A Qarden Lover.
One of the richest things about a garden is thy pleasure derived from watching things grow. Much as I love the
mature vegetables and flowers, I find
great delight in observing the daily
growth of the young plants. Every day
during the growing season I take note
of the progress my garden is making.
What a joy to see the plants pushing up
through the soft soil! What sight is
more delightful than a row of young
beans that spring up during the night to
greet you in the morning? The rapid
development of the young onion is quite
inspiring. The zealous eagerness of the
yuung potato plant is a source of genuine optimism. I take a personal interest in my plants, and try to get on
terms of utmost intimacy with them.
They and I maintain the moat friendly
relatione. I try to be a good and appreciative friend to each one of them, and
they are the truest and most satisfactory friends I have in the world. I
count myself wonderfully enriched by
my possession of their sympathy and
confidence.
I never measure the worth of my garden in dollars and cents. That is a pom
way to measure the worth of anything
anyhow. My garden is estimated in
terms of joy and satisfaction. A fine
ripe tomato is a wholesome article of
food, 'tis true; but it is more than that;
it is a thing of beauty, a delight to the
eye and a comfort to the heart. I think
my vegetable garden pays for itself in
financial returns, but I am not quite certain about that. I confess I have never
counted up to see. But I do know that
it pays in substantial pleasure. I would
grow it if it paid no better than the
The
roses I raise or the songs I sing.
vory sight of the growing plants and the
ripening vegetables is worth more than
money in the bank. Why, that backyard garden is a veritable oasis in life'j
arid plains, and the eyes dance at the
sight of it like the heart of the desertworn wayfarer as he comes into view of
a
grove in the midst of the great

"erKKD THK PLOW."
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March 11, 1S40—Called upon Edward
Andrews, who, poor deluded man, with
his family, still believes in the Rpeedy
coming of Christ, that the day of grace
has been passed this year. They have

some

done no labor for more than two years
and have lived in constant expectation
that every day the world would be consumed by fire. They have nearly expended all the property in their little
community of saints and nearly exhausted the charity and the patience of their
friends, so that "if time continues," as
Edw'd said, he expected they would be
obliged to go to work. Some very likely
families, well situated with three or four
thousand dollars of property, have spent
their all, and what is worse have kept
their children from echool and from inand "have educated them only in

Oxford, WelchvHle and destroy rut are»* of fertile farm», and
Arrived at Gray at one in doing so baa added many mllHona of

o'clock where we dined at Deaoon Barren's old stand. Arrived at Portland at
3.30 p. m.
May 16—Stage called for me in Portland at 7 o'clock and in fifteen minutes
the six horse coach was loaded to overflowing and after taking In and'on 23
passengers, Mr. Waterhouse, the stage
driver, had to hire an extra. We had
rather a crowded, sultry time of it and
arrived at Paris Hill at six evening.
May 24—War! War! is the only topic
now.
War with Mexico. Two battles
have been fought; first the Americans
were worsted, next 700 Mexicans killed,
(t is the opinion of most that it will be a
small short war, tho' every state in the
Union is called upon to bave troops in
readiness—1500 men from Maine.
June 5—Paris—"Child lost"—a stir
for once upon the Hill. Gooding's Jeff
(shade of Jefferson) crept into the ben
coop and went to sleep about dark ; at
bedtime one of the hopeful number was
missing—rain poured in the darknessneighborhood soon raised—lanterns and
umbrellas set off in search—excitement
grows high—when lo! the missing darling (seven yrs. old) walks into the bouse
and greatly to the relief of his mother in
hysterics says, "the old rooster waked
me

up."

June 7—Mr. Davis preached a practical sermon this a. m. Subject—habit of
sinning; very good and nseful.
J une 22—Have attended a lecture upon
the eye and vision by Doct. Saltar, a
Scotsman, who is also a phrenologist
and excels as a mineralogist. He is a
learned man and very modest and does
not pretend enough—rare fault in these
•lays of pretension.
.lune 27—Dr. Saltar is still here. His
object is to obtain specimens for a min
eralogical cabinet, and Mount Mica he
finds very fruitful. He has had the surface ploughed and spends roost of his
time digging for treasures tbere, tho' he
has called familiarly everywhere and appears to be one of us. He cares not
much about lecturing, but by invitation
has this evening lectured upon the sense
of touch—The Human Hand.
We have called at Madam Hamlin's,
Her illustrious
Hannibal's mother's.
sons and daughters are now visiting her
A delightful hour
at the old mansion.
spent there—the next a useful one as
also agreeable at the lecture.
June 27th, Saturday—Accompanied a
party of ladies with a few gentlemen (the
Lords of Creation were having a political
caucus) to Mt. Mica this afternoon. Our
men were scientific and our ladies agree
able. Society is polished here but the
people are not social. The Mt. about a
mile from the Hill—day charming—ride
fine.
I gazed awhile at the pastoral
scenery with admiring eyes, then searched for an instrument until I fonnd a very
good one in a knot with a sort of hook
and dedicating my services UWthe Doctor" I set about digging in right good
earnest. Presently one lady threw up an
"opal" with the real cat's eye, valued by
the Dr. at $0.00 or $8.00. Poor we were
startled from our lowly labors by the
Dr. In ecstacies—leaping and flourishing
his cane in air. He had found what he
had traveled from X. Y. to Mt. Mica in
hopes of finding and what is nowhere
else found in the United States except a
few imperfect specimens at Goshen,
Mies
Mass.; viz., green tourmaline.
Goodenow found some precious Itubewaxed
Enthusiasm
lites, very precious.
high, ladies threw away their sticks and
dug with their hands. Many rare and
valuable specimens of the wondrous
works of nature were brought to light.
I know nothing about the terms of the
science and therefore will not try to
enumerate the names. Hon. Elijah Hamlin, the best mineralogist in the state was
with us. He and the Doct. pronounced
it a signally successful expedition. I
was
fortunate indeed, for after long
search in vain, I found a beautiful specimen of tho green tourmaline, perfectly
formed and beautifully colored, and soon
after another of the same kind with one
end perfect and curions seame through
it; one end deeper colored, valued at
310 00.
When I returned home I found a large
barn or rather the frame erected very
near our house, which surprised me.
July 2, Paris—Dana is nominated for
Gov. Mr. Andrews went by boat from
Augusta to Portland on Tuesday, and I
hope be is remaining there to be present
on the Fourth at the grand celebration
and breaking ground upon the Atlantic
& St. Lawrence Rail Road.

What Forestry Has Done.

Many people in this country think that
forestry had never been tried until the
Government began to practice it upon
the National Forests. Yet forestry is
practiced by every civilized country in
the world except China and Turkey. It
gets results which oan be got in no other

way, and which are necessary to the
welfare.
What forestry has done abroad is the
strongest proof of what it can accomdustry,
plish here. The remarkable nuccess of
cant and delusion.
in the civilized counMarch 15—Went to church but there forest management
Mr. Davis had ex- tries of Europe and Aeia is the most forwas no minister.
and cible argument which cao be brought in
changed with the Sumner minieter
of wise forest use in the United
they are probably both upon the road, support
for the rain poured yesterday and ren- States.
The more advanced and progressive
dered the roads «npassable where the
countries arrive first and go farthest in
snow was drifted deep as it was in many
forestry, as they do in other things. Inplaces.
we might almost take forestry as a
March 22—Paris Hill Is a wet, muddy deed,
with which to measure the
place in spring, and mud, mud is every- yardstick
height of a civilization. On the one
where to be seen.
nations which follow forestry
March 29—Never was it more muddy. hand, the
A most widely and systematically would be
StageR are a day behind their time.
to be the most enlightened natailor has moved here and taken a shop found
tions. On the other band, when we apdirectly opposite our house.
our yardstick to such countries as
April 2—Have called on Mrs. and Miss pliedwithout
forestry, we could say with
Hammond, Mr. and Mre. Davis, Mrs. and are
of assurance, by this test
Miss Hamlin, Hannibal's mother and sis- a good deal
I think alone, "Here is a backward nation."
Geo.
Mrs.
Emery.
also
ter,
upon
The countries of Europe and Âeia,
I shall like the society here. It Is more
all
refined and more literary than at Dix- taken together, have passed through
the stages of foreet history and applied
fleld, but I fear tinged with coldness and
known principles of forestry.
formality. It is a pity that so many be- all the
The
are rich in forest experience.
big
come artificial by the refining process. They
were brought home
er.
Wealth and taste abound in the furnish- lestons of forestry
Their forest
to them by hard knocks.
ing of parlors here.
Boxes or Barrels for Apples.
systems were built up gradually as the
April 5—There have been great freshnot first
did
of hardship. They
Tbe box plan of shipping apples ets. Last Sunday was a fearful day In result
then apply those
No regular service was held in spin fine theories and
seem· to have origiaated in the West, Bangor.
theories by main force. On the contrary,
Colorado, Washington and Oregon, rhe city. The damage to property is esfacts.
whence an enormous supply of this timated at one million dollars In conse- they began by facing disagreeable
forest
sent to tbe mar- quence'of the unparalleled rise of the Every step of the way toward wise
been
has
fruit
popular
world over, has been made at
Penobscot caused by a jam of Ice below nse, the
kets of eastern cities.
of want, suffering, or
man in
the city. Have called upon Mrs. Pren- the sharp spur
A prominent commission
loss. As a result, the science of forestry
South Water Street, Chicago, says that tiss and Madam Rawson.
is one of the most practical and most
it is a mistake to think that apples may
April 11—Walking is now pretty good
in a and many ladles have called this week. directly useful of all the sciences. It is
not be paoked as well in a barrel as
a serions work, undertaken as a measure
April 10—Fast Day and the bell rang of
box, but a great many people are imrelief, and continued as a safeguard
we went
is
tbe
it
that
fancy
idea
evening
with
the
for
Tuesday
bued
meeting.
future calamity.
stock that comes in the little pine boxes. to a genteel party at Mr. Moses Ham- against
The Uuited States, then, in attacking
He says that the reason tbe box hai mond given in compliment to their cousboxes ins, the Sbaws of Oxford. The company the problem of how best to use Its great
gained such headwayfaris that where
is not in the position of
West,
in every respect would have done honor forest resources,
mostly are used in the
in the field. It has the expebarrel stuff is not to be had, and il to Portland. I shall like society here if a pioneer
of all other countries to gQ upon.
would cost too much to ahip from the I am not always a stranger. It is the rience
There la no need for years of experiment
East to the Pacific country. Anothei muddiest plaoe èver created and a rare
I with untried theories. The forest prinapple man says that the big cooperagc thing that ladies get out. However,
which hundreds of years of actual
strike of several years ago gave tbe bar- believe that about every lady bas called ciples
practice have proved right are at its comrel making trade auch a hard kuock thai upon me at last.
The only question is, How should
it never recovered, and that tbe box ai
April 22—Edward Andrews' family Is mand.
of Millerlsm these be modified or extended to best
one of the résulta came along and sup· steeped In the delusion
American conditions? In the manOne of the saints, Jess Stevens, came and meet
planted the barrel.
of the National Forests the
A mistaken notion about the handling saluted Mrs. Andrews while I sat beside agement
1
her Government Is not working in the dark.
of fruit in boxes is that tbe boxes an her—the filthy brute. I knew by
Nor Is it slavishly copying European
th< 1
more solidly paoked in a car, but
deep blush that she felt more like thrust- countries.
It is patting Into practice, in
commission man says that an ordinary ing nim from the door with her foot than
hun like receiving his holy kiss. Sat'y li America, and for Americana, principles
car hold six hundred boxes and two
tried and found correct, which will indred barrels, but it Is reokoned thai their Sabbath. They have done no work
ol sure to all the people alike the fullest
1
there are exactly three boxe· of applet for two years and have a
1
and beat ose of all foreet resource·.
in a barrel; so it is s en that there ia n< property. Their number ia reduced to
Take the case of Germany. Starting
less than a dozen famille· in this vlclnadvantage in tbia respect.
with forests which were in as bad ahape
ai 1
The apple men of such markets
ity and as the two or three men of prop as
soon
many of onr own which have been
Chicago still like the barrel. They aaj erty are getting reduoed they will
recklessly cut over, it raised the average
that now they get bo many boxes it fre be in straits if not "taken up."
wood per acre from 20 cubic
fruit ia removec I
May 10—I tho't I could never be recon yield of
quently occur· that the
th< * oiled to selling oar home and moving feet in 1830 to 05 cubic feet in 1004. Darfrom tbe pine ease· and repacked in
time it trebled
from Dixfieid, but in this abort time I ing the same period of
barrel·.—Tribune Farmer.
of saw timber got from
am reconciled and often detest mysell the proportion
cat, whioh means, in other
comparing the superior advantages ol the average
Dairy cow· must be treated In aaccord
that through the practice of forfacto! this
aoce with their Importance, as
place with those Inferior of Dixfieid words,the
timberlands of Germany are ol
! estry
of suooeas, and the milk aod cream mua ■ We are not quite as near the
three times better quality today thac
be handled properly from cow to ohum civilization here. We have upon an aV
when no system was used. And In fiftyand from churn to market.
orage three stages per day. I sometimei
re·
feel the loss of Dixfieid friends painfully four years it Increased the money
their kind heart· anc L tarns from an average aore of forest
and nea t I shall never

general

■

■

community

borders^!

forget
Keep the poultry boose clean
and jour efforts will be amply rewarde< I open bands.
left Parle in the stage
13—We
π
ι
fro
kind
worda
and
May
by the egg baaket
■Ix this ▲. m., pawing thro' So. Pari·
your frienda.

sevenfold.

»
οι

In France
from

danger

forestry baa decreased th«
floods, which threaten tc

I MAJOR AND
A MASHER.

doliara to the National wealth in new
forests. It bas removed the danger from
aand dunea and in tbeir place baa oreated a property worth many miiiiona of
doliara. Applied to the State foreata,
which are amall in comparleon with the
National Forests of tbis country, it
causes tbem to yield each year a net revenue of more than 14,700,000, though
the sum spent on each acre for manageIn
ment ia over 100 times greater than that
spent on the foreata of the United
States.
By 8U8AN H. ENDICOTT.
France and Germany together have a
1909. by Associated Literary
in
round
numof
(Copyright.
100,000,000,
population
Près». J
ber·', against* our probable 85,000,000,
and State forests of 14,500,000 acres
Major James Godfrey, U. S. Α., re
against our 160,000,000 acres of National tired and living in blH own villa with
Foreata ; but France and Germany apend
wife and daughter, bad several fads
on their forests 911,000,000 a year and
and
fancies to keep the family and the
returna
in
net
from
them
$30,000,000
get
a year, while the United States spent on neighbors busy, but one particular fad
the National Foreata last year $1,400,000 was destined to get bim Into trouble
and secured a net return of less than sooner or later.

The Gruff Old Soldier Conquered
Spite of Himself.

$130,000.

In Switzerland, where every foot of
agricultural land is of the greatest value,
forestry has made it possible for the people to farm all land St for cropa, and so
has assisted the country to support a
larger population and one that is more
prosperous, than would be the case if the
valleya were subjected to destructive
floods. In a country aa small as Switzerland, and one which contains so many
high and rugged mountains, this is a
service the benefits of which cannot be
measured in dollars. It is in Switzerland, alao, in the Sihlwald, that forestry
demonstrates beyond contradiction bow
great a yield in wood and money it may
bring about if applied consistently for a
number of years.
A circular entitled "What Forestry
Elas Done," just published by the Forest
Service, and obtainable upon application
to the Forester, Washington, D. C., reviews the forest work of the leading foreign countries. The chief lessons which
may be learned from them are summarized as follows:
What forestry has done in other countries shows, first of ail, that forestry pays,
and that it pays best where the most
money is expended in applying it. The
United States is enormously behindhand
in its expenditure for the management
of the National Forests, but nevertheless
returns have already increased with increased expenditure for management.
A second lesson, clearly brought home
by foreign forestry, is the need of timely
action, since forest waste can be repaired
only at great cost.
Third, private initiative does not suffice by itself to prevent wasteful forest
use.
England, it is true, has so far consistently followed a let-alone policy.
However, England has been depending
upon foreign supplies of wood. Now
that all Europe is running behind every
vear in the production of wood (2.620,000 tons), and there are unmistai ibie
signs that countries which lead aa exporters of wood will have to curtail their
wood exports, England is at last feeling
her dependence and is speculating uneasily as to where she can certainly secure what wood she needs in the future.
Fourth, when the forest countries are
compared as to wood imports and exports, and when it is realized that a number of the countries which practice forestry are even now on the wood-importing list, the need of forestry in the export countries is doubly enforced.

Russia, Sweden, Austria-Hungary, and
for instance, are making good
the wood deficit of a large part of the
world. Sweden cuts much more wood
(106,000,000 cubic feet) than she pro-

Canada,

(luces; Kuesia, jo spue
forest resources, bas probably entered
tbe same road; and England, tbe leading
importer of wood, must count more and
But tbe United States
more on Canada.
consumes every year from three to four
times the wood which its forests produce, and in due time will doubtless take
all the wood that Canada can spare. In
other words, unless the countries of
the western hemisphere apply forestry
promptly and thoroughly, they will one
day assuredly be held responsible for a
world-wide timber famine.
Fifth, in comparison with foreign
countries the prospects for forestry in
the United States are particularly bright,
for the following reasons:
(1) We start with the assurance that
success can certainly bé attained.
(2) We bave few of the handicaps
which have trammeled other countries.
We have no ancient forest rights and
usages with which to contend, or troublesome property questions to settle.
(3) The results which other lands have
achieved by long struggle, often with
bitter costs, are free to us to use as we
wish. We have, it is true, our purely
National and local forest questions, but
the key to mauy of them is somewhere
in the keeping of the countries which
have achieved forestry.
(4) In variety combined with value
our forests are without a parallel in tbe
world. They produce timber adapted to
the greatest variety of uses, so that, except to meet shortage, importations of
01

ner enormuun

Furthermore,
unnecessary.
transportation facilities enable us to
make every forest region available. Thus,
by specializing our forest management,
each kind of forest may be made to yield
tbe kind of material for which it is best
adapted, and the wastes due to compulsory use of local supplies may be practically eliminated.
wood

are

The College Side-shows Again.
When College-President Woodrow Wildeclared the other day that in the
colleges the social and athletic sideson

shows had swallowed the circus, President Schurman of Cornell was prompt to

public that though that might

assure the
be true of some

of the Eastern universities where the social end of things loomed up big, conditions altogether different
obtained in the newer universities like
Cornell and in tbe great State universities of the West. We notice that at the
University of Michigan last week the
Commencement address was delivered
by Prof. Charles Mills Oayley, of the
University of California, who pleaded,
tbe papers say, "for greater attention tc
study and less to functions such as class

meetirgs, business meetings, editorial
meetings, football rallies, pajama rallies,

and vicarious athletics on the bleachers."
rubbish unceasingly, thinking
rubbish unceasingly," said Professoi
Oayley, "with all this, what margin is
ldlt tc: tbe one activity of the college,
which is study?" This sounds uncommonly like the complaint of distraction
which was filed by Dr. Wilson, and yel
it was made by a teacher from Californii
before his learned brethren at Ana
Arbor. It looks as though onr college)
came nearer to being tarred all with Che
same stick than Dr. Schurman supposes
Professor Oayley went on to say :
"Let ue encourage our high schools to taki
over the drat two years' work now covered bj

"Talking

colleges."
"The "first two years' work now cot
ered by our colleges" which Dr. Gayle; I

our

of seems to consist largely of die
tractions and side-show interests. No*
if all that could be takei over by th<
high schools, leaving the scholars read;
for serious work when they got to col
lege, what a great tbin/ that would b<
for the colleges! Tbe nigh-acbool boyi
have tried their best all over the cooptr;
to do this very thing, hot tbe autboiltie
have usually disoouraged them.—Hsr

speaks

per's Weekly.

The Smart Kid.

Ile could read iu bis morning paper
with the greatest equanimity of murders. robberies, assaults, thefts and
burning ut the stake, but when he
camé across an item about a masher
he fired up at once and shouted oui
that be would give $500out of his own

veteran, and thus when a particularly
keen looking good fellow asked him
into a barroom on his way to drink to
Old Glory there was no hesitation.
The major will remember to his dying day that he took brandy. He wan
drinking the last of It when he felt
sleepy and the voice of the good fel
When he came
low sounded far off.
to bis senses again lie was in bod at a
hotel and a medical looking mau was
saying to a young man who didn't look

happened

It might have been a white hat or a
black one—she could not tell. Obeyi'
lug her father, she bad kept her eyes
on the floor, and they were filled with
tears besides
The major beard the story to the
The man
end. and then be roared.
who hud taken pity on her fiuanclx!
condition at the depot was a masher,
of course. He had followed her home
He would meet her
on the train.

again aud make the
for addressing her.

matter an excuse

He was no grandfather, but a young
and no doubt a professional
Miss Kate should hare remasher.
pulsed him with scorn. She sboirj
Sbe shouid
bave had bim arrested.
have hired α truck to bring her bome
man

walked If all the trucks were busy.
For a quarter of an hour he scolded
and growled and then wound up by
saying that the art school business
Sbe could attend no
was at an end.
He would sit on the front vemore.
randa wilh a shotgun across bis knees,
aud if that plotting masher even
passed the house he should carry
away buckshot. Tears were shed and
loving upi>euls made, but the rock of

He had spoken just enough—
word more. He had not offered
cents,
card. The fare was only
she felt ashamed that she could
Had opportunity offered
return It.
a second meeting she would have

tives.

not a

his
but
not

for
Insisted on doing so.
Two weeks passed away, and then
the mother went to the city to do a
little sliopiHng. She also came bome
with a tale to tell. She thought she
was telling It to her daughter atone.
Itpt it so happened thm the major was
just outside the window and beard
She had tiuisbed her
every word
shopping and reached the d<*|M>t when
she realized that she bod spent all her
money. A good Samaritan came forward. He smiled, raised bis hat. and(hat was all.
Hut .Mrs. Major Godfrey's eyes had
not l»een filled with tears and cast
Sh<· had seen that he was a
down.
gentlemanly looking young man of
tweuty-five and that he took the same
train as she did and evidently lived
Then Miss.
farther down ,ΙΙιρ line.
Kate thought she remembered that III
fhf> one instant she had raised her
<«yes—quite Involuntarily, you knowshe had inside out the same sort of
man

This decision had Just twen arrived
at when the voice of the iiihfor was
heard in the land. It was beard as It
had uot been heard since he led a
charge In battle. He stormed at the
two poor females until they were help·
A masher had a|>less with terror.
pea red to break up his family, and bis
family were willing to be broken.
Such carryings ou might do for Africa,
but this was America, aud be wouldn't
stand for them.
He talked the women upstairs, aud
he talked the cook out of the house,

and the good Samaritan was responsible for a very bad night
It was three days later, and things
had settled down a bit, wbeu the major announced that be bad to go to the
city on a business matter. There wax
auotber reason, but be kept it to iiltuself. He wanted to meet that masher
and make Jam of him. He felt that he

(Perclral Chubb to Kindergarten Association.
The ofelld in tbe comic supplement i 1
always the "smart kid." Tbe absolut
abomination of American life is tb
"smart kid"! He is tbe worst thing a] I
could identify him among hundreds,
foreigners have against us. We must ge l>
rid of him. He begins to "rough house' and once be was identified—
On arrlvlug in the city the man of
in the nursery and hazes the kindergai
Unoles and aunts, fathers an i war calh>d on a broker and pocketed
ten.
mothers, are alike made clowns in ever, f some' bonds he had invested Id and
comic supplement In order to make at Γ then made calls at three different clubi
tractive to the American youth this Idei
to see old friends and drink cocktaiii
of the "smart kid."
When ready tc
to "auid lanft syne."

the coasts of Patagonia are great
Hocks of penguins. Where not a blade
of grass is found these Wrds can live,
because they subsist on a fish diet entirely and mind the cold no more than
a polar bear does.
These birds have the odd habit of
standing erect, like a man. The largest varieties of the tribe are the king
penguin and eiu|*»ror penguin. When

three days."
The major heard that much and wondered and slept. Πο awoke again at
midnight and sat up In bed to see a
young man beside him. He got a dose
of medicine, and then he suddenly ex
or

standing up straight they

are

nearly

They
three and one-half feet high.
have dark ha<-ks, while the front, of
their bodies is shining white, with

υι-υ anu yoO.no kino fknouins.

sometimes a little yellow mixed In.
They have very flat. three toed feet
At the back of
built for swimming.
the foot is a very small fourth toe that
looks as if it started to grow, but
"

zy yet."
The idea that he had been a ninny
grueli d the major, but he was too
weak t<> shout. He wauted to think,
but his brain was too sluggish. He
was. therefore, like a
baby in the
hands of the other for awhile. Strong
coffee and a bite to eat and the ride
to the depot braced hltu up. and as
the train started he suddenly excialmed:

"(JiKHl I.oru, uuc wuui coma iuey
have thought of my not continu home
Inst night?"
"Oh. I telephoned them from Hit hotel," was the answer.
See here, young man.
"But—but—
how did you know whore to telephone
to? B.v Jlminy. sir. «re you the mush
er that met my wife and daughter in
the depot V"
"Well, major." said the other, "to
tell you the truth, I am. But 1'ui no

masher, and I was trying to get a
chance to s|>eak to you aud introduce
myself properly when 1 saw you accosted liy that contideuce man."
"And you've beeu of assistance to
me!
Why, sir. you've mashed the

Come along
whole darned family!
with me—come along, sir—and meet
Lord bless the
my daughter Kate!
masher!"

THE GIRAFFE.

or

Gibraltar was right there.
Two weeks passed, and the masher
did not appear. At least the major did
not tire upou any of the young men
driving or walking on the highway.
The daughter felt that the stranger
had been actuated by the kindest mo-

Sometimes it seems us if uature tired
little of serious work and wanted tu
Then she forms odd
amuse herself.
It must have
beasts, birds or flsti.
been in one of her humorous moods
that Mother Nature created the penguin, that strange tishllke bird of the
southern hemisphere. It is never found
in the northern and Is most around the
southern point of South America. On
a

medical at ail:
"He'll do now, but there aus a time
when It was doubtful. He must have
got an awful dose."
"Knockout drops, of course?"
"Oh. of course. Luc!:y for him he
He'll be nearly
has a strong heart.
all right In the morning, but If you
can spare the time you'd better see
him home. He'll be trembly for two

pocket to see the scoundrel lynched or
sent to prlsou for life.
claimed:
His daughter used to look at bim In
"Here—what's all this? Whore am
wonder when he broke out In this | I?"
fashion, while the wife was discreetexcite
"Pou't
major,"
yourself,
"You aro at the
soothed the other.
ly silent, i'erhaps the latter had tlirt
ed α bit before giving her heart to the Revere hotel aud very much better
major and he was remembering it iu than you were three hours ago. Sleep
bis old age.
and quietness are what you need now.
For three months Miss Kate had In the morning you shall learn all."
wanted to attend an art school in the
"Rut my bonds—my bonds!" shouted
city and receive instructions. During the patient.
those three months there happened to
"Right there before you on the stand,
with your watch and pin—not a thine
be au unusual number of "mashes" re
corded in the papers, and the father missing."
At daylight, when the man of Mars
would not hear of her even running up
to town to do a little shopping unless
swung his legs out of bed, the young
He man sat by the window smoking and
he or the mother went along.
was as firm as the rock of Gibraltar.
smiling. He advanced and presented
his card and observed that he had the
After a lime, however, the record be
gan to peter out. and as he was pleas- honor of already knowing the major's
ed with what his daughter had already name.
"Now, then, what's this all about?
done with the brusb and had hopes of
her future the major finally gave his And where's my wife and daughter?"
It was only eight miles t<· was demanded sharply as the patient
consent.
the city, and theu h street car would reached his feet to find himself so
take tier riiiht to the doors of the weak that he had to fall back on the
school. All she had to do. going and bed.
"1 beg pardon, major, but as you
comlui:. a* the father told her over and
were ou your way to the depot yesterover, was to keep her eyes cast down
and her purse clutched tightly in her day afternoon you met an old soldier
and drank with him. He was a con
hand.
Unknown to her. he took the same tidence man. 1 entered the place Just
train to the city with her for a wwek. as the knockout drops bad put you
and then, as nothing happened and his Into his hands. You lost nothing, aud
I brought you here and called a docrheumatism got worse, be left her t<·
You are pretty near all right
tor.
make lier way alone.
Two weeks had passed when Miss Dow. but I shall see you home after
Kate came home one afternoon In a we have b:id something to eat. Don't
to be object, please. You are weak and dizHer mother
rtutter.
out. and she must tell some one. She
therefore related to the father that
while ou the street car en route to the
depot and home some thief had snipped the chain of her purse und borne
The prize held her
the prize away.
return ticket and α dime.
At the depot she found ber teurs
falling, but a good Samaritan had
come forwufd and banded ber change
enough for the fare. She couldn't exactly suy whether ne was α grandfather or a young man. homely or good
looking. He had spoken only a few
words and lifted bis bat and retired.

A Strange Bird
Of Southern Seas

start for the depot aud home be was
In the condition known as mellu w. He
thought everybody a good fellow, and
he thought every good fellow an old

Africa'· 8econd Story Worker With
th· Long Distance Neck.
The giraffe is the second story work
It Is η
er of the animal kingdom
merger of the zebra and the camel and
Is also a distant relative of the palm
tree. The giraffe consists of eight feel
of neck equipped with a body at oik

In the
end and a bead at the other.
matter of neck It has all the rest ol
the animal kingdom beaten by ο
length. The giraffe'a mouth Is located
so far from Its stomacb that it ha:
to eat today to appease tomorrow's np
petite. Many a giraffe has starved tc
death while the first meal It had eater
for two weeks was slowly traveling Iti

transcontinental esophagus.
The giraffe looka as If It had started
out to be a zebra, but, bevlng reached
the shoulders, had kept on going. It If
very dark in color, marked by yellow
Ish brown stripes In a handsome tin
It lives on tree tops
oleum pattern
eagles' nests and rainbows. Durlnf
the Boer war the British army bat
some difficulty with giraffes, whlcl
formed a great liking for war balloon:
and frequently nibbled them durin;
their flight In order to Inhale the gas.
Why does the giraffe have a Ion]
Persons given to tin
distance neck?
ose of common sense will realize tba I
Africa Is rich in Insect life as well a: ι
animal life and that all African anl

did.
The penguin has dippers that resemble wings, but are really no wings at
all, and the bird cannot fly. These
tlippcrs are used as paddles to help the
penguin along fast in the water. On
laud they are used like the fore feet of
au animal to walk on. When the pen
guiu desires to move over the κι-ound
it dumps down upon all fours and
never

crawls along.
Iteally it is hard to say whether the
penguin's front tlipi>ers are wings,
arms or tins.
They have no feathers,
but are furnished with a scalelike
covering. I:i swimming these flippers
move witii tremendous rapidity, shov-

ing the penguin through the water so
fast one cannot tell whether it Is
It is a warm blooded
bird or tish.
creature, however, and has to breathe
..it.
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It
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woll-

derful diver ami dips down many
into tlio sou for its food.
A Celebrity Game.
Cut out from magazines the pictures
of noted people ami then cut oil' their
heads. That sounds rather «ava^e. Lut
as you are to supply diem with new
heads it isn't as unkind as it see:
Cut the ligures out in out lines a;
of ra.
paste llielii ou uniform pieces
board and then take all the heads :·
Soi
paste them on to other bodies.
times the effort is startling, and the
strange tiling is that it is extremely
hard to recognize a head when it lias
somebody else's I tody. To play the
cardboard
game number each piece of
and write down on a paper who (lie
person is to whom the head belongs.
Of course the players must not see
this paper, but must be given the
rs of cardboard to look over. After

pie.
tli'.

have guessed as many us they
and written down the names on
Of
papers read them the correct list.
course the winner is the one who made
cull

the best guesses.

Why Clocks Have Four I's.
Why are four I's used in the place

of the usual IV to show the number
of four on the face of old clocks? The
four I's are used because of the obstinacy of « 'barles V. of France. When
Henry Vick carried to the king the
first accurate dock the king said to
him that IV was wrong and should be

changed

to

said.
majesty."
Vlck

11II.
"You

are

wrong,

your

Whereat the king thundered out: "I
Take It away and
never wrong!
correct the mistake!" From that time
to this day the four I's have stood as
the mark of the fourth hour.
am

Not In Virginia.
The dusky manservant of a Wash*
Ington official. being granted leave <>f
absence to visit his home in Virginia,
hied himself to a department store to
The salesman
purchase a valise.
seemed to think the datky should purchase something In the way of a large
mais carry Innumerable parasites 01 ι
bag. "Here's a fine one," he said,
s<
is
head
The
giraffe'a
their bides.
"the best alligator bag you can get.
,
li
neck
far from bti body that a long
Only"absolutely necessary In order tbat hi
"Look heah. boss." Interrupted the
off a tlel
may reach down and grab
darky Imjtatlently. "I done tole yo*
from bis fetlock when necessary
don't want no alligator
, several times I
Even a child could see this.—Collier'
bag. 1 ain't goln' to Flortdy. I's goln'

Weekly

Francs and Dollars.
We like to read French stories, bu ι
w
every time franc· are meutioued
stop to turn them Into dollars. "Sb
bad 17,000* franca per year In th
funds," the story will say, wbereupoi ,
we atop to divide seventeen by flveto turn the francs into dollafo and fltv I
out bow much money the heroine ba<!
Atchison Clobe.

The Occasional Hero.
"He woke up one morning to fini I
himself famous."
"Well?"
"But people bad forgotten all abou t

biin by the time the 4 o'clock extra i
were

out."—Louisville Courler-Jourua
Financial.

"Mother, how big must I grow to b
In a bank, like uncle?" asked the sinal I
I toy

"Not very much." «aid his farhei
g
'for I have ufteu seen In the paper
Spokan ,
thai cashiers are short."
—

Spokesman-Review

What's In a Name?
Farmer Hayrick—Why are you g<i
Ing to charge the summer boarder (
more tills year?
Fariner Corntaasel-Γνβ called th }
placed bungalow.-Puck.

to mah
cott's.

home

In

Virglnny."—Llppln-

Melting Lead In Tissue Paper.
in
a buckshot, wrap it tightly
hold·
one thickness of tissue paper and,
Ing the ends of the paper In the tiu4»r*
of each hand, place the part that Mds
the shot over the flame of η match Just
to
far enough away from the llamc not
unburn the paper. In a few seconds
Take

fold the paper and you will find that
the shot lias melted without even
scorching the paper.
To Overcome a Dislike.
A sure means of overcoming a disoue Is
like which we entertain for any
to do him a little kindness every day,
dislike
and the way to overcome a
us Is
which another may feel toward
him
to say some little kind word of
every day.

The Age of Tree·,
The pine reaches a maximum age of
700 years; the silver llr. 425: the larch,
275: the red beech, 245; the aspen, 210;
the birch, 200; the ash. 170; the elder,
145, and the elm, 130.
Good Things to R«mimb«r.
He who shuns burdens because of
vhelr weight can never lift.
If we are stingy of kind words w·
«re the worst kind of misers.

SSTABLISBKD I».

Harford

Pcmocrat,

IS8U*n TUXSDAT8.
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ATWOOD

A

EAItora and

FORBES,

Proprietor·.

tjKOROK M. ATWOOD.

K. rOKBS·.

A.

Terms
tl-δθ a year If paid strictly 1b advance.
Otherwise $3.ου a year. Single copies « cents.
Advkrtiskmemts:—All legal advertisements
are given three coneectlve insertion· for $1.50
per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient and yearly advertiser·.

Job ΡKorrnio —Sew type, fast presses, electric
power, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete aud popular.
RIDULE COPIES.

Single Copies of the Democrat are four cents
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
jingle copies of each Issue have been place·! on
sale at the following places In the County
Paris,
Norway,

South

Buckfleld.

Parts Hill,
Wi'st Paris.

shurtleff'» Drug Store.
Noyés' Drug Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Mrs. Harlow. Post Office
Samuel T. White.

Coming; Event*.
July H.—Reunion of Thirty second Maine Regl
uient. Peak'* Island.

Aug. 3.—Oxford Pomona Grange, South Water
ford.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

very dry end garden·
to auffer for lack of
but
the
shower whioh «track
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL moisture,
here lut Friday, shortly after noon, waa
almost too much of a good thing. For a
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
few minutes the rain poured In torrents,
flooding the streets, and on the hill at
the north part of the Tillage It waa alPtfU HIIL
most a cloud burst. The water poured
nm Baptist Church, Rev. θ. W. r. Hill, pasand
tor.
Pmcidi| every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. down the hillside in little rivera
12.
service
Sabbath
around the buildings of H. G. Brown and
Sunday School at
evening
at 7 M.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at L. W. Dana waahed considerable mud
7 30.
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
All and debria, tearing up wire fencea and
the lat Sunday of the month at 2 30 r. it.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited. making havoc with chicken yarda where
Universalis Church, Rev. C. A. Knicker- the water ran. A
large quantity of
bocker, Pastor. Preaching every 8un<lay at
water alao ran through A. C. Perham's
10 «5 a. M. Sunday School at 11:43.
orchard filling his well full of mud and
The invitations are oat for what will dirt. Lightning struck twice on Curundoubtedly be the notable society tis Hill, one bolt striking two trees near
event of the season at Paris Hill, the the buildings of J. M. Bryant.
marriage of Miss Clara Cary, daughter
Quite a large delegation from here atof Mr. and Mrs. Charles Case, to Mr. tended Sunday School field day at the
Arthur Cecil Edwards of Constantinople, fair grounds last Wednesday.
at the Old Red House, on Monday, the
One of the members of the Lucky
ninth of August, at 1 o'clock.
Leaf Club, Miss Marion Curtis, enterwas
Miss Eula Mille» of South Paris
tained the club at her home last Thursthe week-end guest of Miss Annie L. day afternoon and evening.
Twelve
Parrie.
were present and enjoyed a moat deseaof
the
Circle
The first Universalist
lightful time. The farm house of Mr.
son will be held at Academy Hall next and Mrs. Solon Curtis is most pleasantly
Friday evening. An attractive pro- located and at this season of the year
gram is being prepared which will be was specially attractive. The yard baa a
announced later. Admission to the hall quantity of roae bushes which were filled
any time during the evening 25 cents; with blossoms, and the large pleasant
children under 12 years, 15 cents. Danc- rooms were opened wide to receive the
ing free.
guests. Outdoor sports were enjoyed
Dr. Vincent E. Tomlinson of Worces- until nearly seven o'clock when a fine
A.
of
Rev.
the
C.
Mass
was
ter,
guest
lunch was served in the dining-room
Knickerbocker at Elmhurst the first of with the following menu:
last week.
Sliced Lamb.
Bread.
"trawberrlei and Cream.
Preparations for the dedication of the
Cookies.
Hannibal Hamlin memorial are progress- Fancy Crackers.
The

were

Aug iT.—Cnvelilng of memorial tablet to HanThe grading around the boulder
nibal Hamlin on the centennial anniversary 1 ing.
of ht» birth, Paris Hill.
has been done. Among those who have
Aug. i7.—Examination for »tate teachers' certialready accepted invitations to be presficates·, South Paris and other places.
ent are Ex-Secretary John D. Long, U.
S. Senator ffm. P. Frye, U. S. Senator
NSW ADVERTISKMKNTS.
Eugene Hale, Gov. Bert M. Fernald and
staff. Gen. Joshua L. Chammilitary
Embroider.
to
Linen
Stamped
berlain will preside, and the U. S. MiliOur Standard Remedy.
Feather Dusters.
tary Band from the National Soldiers'
Notice.
Home at Togus will furnish music. DinA Thoughtful Man.
ner will be served at Academy Hall for
Kor Ssle.
the Maine Commandery of the Loyal
July Mark l»own Sale.
Bankrupt'* Petition for Discharge.
Legion and the band. Speakers and inVermont Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
vited guests will be entertained at private
Blueberries.
houses. Tbe general public will bring a
basket lunch.
here and There.
Raymond L. Atwood visited relatives
at Dixtield and at Lake Webb in Weld
Weston, who at seventy years of age, last week.
sttrted to walk from New York to San
Prof, and Mrs. H. R Pierce gave an
Francisco iu one hundred days exclusive exceedingly praiseworthy entertainment
of Sunday*, failed to accomplish it, ar- to a good eized audience at Academy
riving five days behind his schedule. Hall last Mouday evening. As character
Nevertheless, it was a remarkable per- impersonators and society entertainers
formance, and one that is not likely to their work is of a high order.
be equalled for some time, even by a
Mr. aod Mrs. Chase of Medford, Mass.,
much younger man.
were called here last week by the illness
of their litt'e daughter Margaret, who is
stopping with her aunt. Miss Woodbury.
There is something significant in the Mrs. Chase remains here.
fact that all these successful flights of
Rev. and Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker and
aeroplanes seem to be made at a speed Mr. and Mrs. Atwood went on a carriage
between thirty-five and forty miles an drive to Lake Wehb in Franklin County
hour. Is it an indication that about last week.
that speed must be maintained to keep
Greenwood.
the thing afloat?
Our neighborhood teemed with great families
Λ p'ano wae going In one touae, a talking machine was tootlcg awav In another, when suddenly out of the window· of a third hou*e there
notes of the national ancame the Mlrrlng
them, magnificently played, and on an oldfaebloned cabinet organ at that.—Argus.
our
And the Argus doesn't

then,
With large and email children, young women
and men ;
And often it gives me a tremor of pain
That never on earth will ) meet them again.

That is one

verse

from The Old Home-

stead, which was given away some twenty years ago and is literally true. In
curiosity by telling us which "national our early boyhood there were six large
anthem" it was that they heard.
families living in our school district,
and as many more living only a few

satisfy

of disaster seems to be miles away, with whom we became well
his rareness in America acquainted later on. But the Richardjust now. The crops—the great staples son family only will be noticed this
at least—are good, and everybody is week.
Bradbury Richardson moved from
predicting a return of abounding prosNew Gloucester into our school district
perity.
in the early forties, tbe family then consisting of seven sous and one daughter,
In the procrées of sanitary science, who was the
baby and pet of the family
and itd application to the preservation of and whose name was Jane. Tbe oldest
life and health, one tbmg that is now
son. Isaac, came up about the same time
being done is to use clean paper drink- with his family, and after living a while
ing cups at public fountains. Each in- in the house with his father be bought
dividual takes a fresh cup, which is then and moved on to the
George Berry farm.
thrown awav, so that no germs maybe
Mr. Richardson had formerly learned
transmitted from one mouth to another. the art of brick
making, and during the
It is fair to assume that these cups are summer of 1850 he hired the writer to
known to be all right for this use. It is run his farm while he made and burned
conceivable to the lay mind that there a tine kiln of brick in
company with anmight be a possible source of danger other man at Hartford Center.
treatif
not
even in clean paper
properly
In process of time his family grew to
ed The water of a river is used in mak
maturity, two of each sex, when tbe
be
it
however
and
may
in* paper,
puie
daughters married and moved to the far
to start with, when it comes back into
west.
This caused the parents to bethe stream below the paper mill it car- come
discontented, since they idolized
ries with it more or less matter not bene- their
children, the result being that he
Farther down the
lieial to health.
sold his farm and made a home in the
stream the water runs through other
state of Washington.
Subsequently his
paper mills, and naturally, the farther it wife
died, causing him to return to his
see
is
to
It
it
worse
the
easy
gets.
goes
native state where he married his second
that clean paper cups might contain wife and settled in
Rumford, there to be
their
would
which
injure
something
called away by death a few years later.
usefulness as drinking vessels under
And now the American continent lies
some conditions.
between Isaac Richardson and his first
wife.
Maine News Notes.
The second sud, Joseph Richardson,
married Lydia, a twin daughter of SampSamuel D. Haynes, serving a life sen- son Read, and settled in Glencoe, Minn.,
teuce for murder, is again (for the fifth where his wife died several years ago,
time) denied a pardon by the governor but whether he is still living is uncertain.
and council.
Tbe third son. Gideon Richardson,
Juhn Elwell, a boy of 1», admits set- married and was
doing business in Bosting the tire which recently destroyed ton when last beard from.
s
Harat
Tenant
hall
Fellows'
the Odd
Eliphlet Richardson, the fourth son,
bor some weeks ago.
married a Massachusetts ladv, and later
The town of Eden on Thursday voted went to Minnesota and was killed in the
almost unanimously in favor of the act Indian massacre during the civil war.
Kbenezer Richardson, the fifth son,
passed bv the legislature excluding autowent to Australia soon after tbe dismobiles from Mount Desert Island.
covery of gold there, but whether he
The Naval Reserves of Portland have ever returned or is now dead or still
been ordered to Proviucetowu, Mass
living, we have no means of knowing.
July 84, for a ten days' tour of duty at
The sixth son, Bradbury Richardson,
sea with the Atlantic fleet of warships.
Jr., married Huldah, the other twin
Joseph Couture, about 1» years of daughter of Sampson Read, and was
ago. formerly of Biddeford, but of late living in Minnesota when his brother
traveling with a hypnotist, was drowned was killed. He and his family tied from
while bathing at Clark's Pond, Pleasant- their home and saved their lives by bo
doing. They came and lived in Milton a
dale, Tuesday.
year or two, then returned to their
There is some prospect that Portland's
state, where he died after beadopted
The
built.
be
to
city hall »s actually
coming totally blind. When living here
the
authorize
to
voted
has
city council
their family consisted of a pair of twin
signing of the contract for the erection girls, some three years old.
the
of
building.
The seventh son. Marquis Lafayette,
Mrs. Aim ira, wife of William Brown better known as Mark Richardson, will
of Milltown, was fatally burned by her be farther noticed when there is more
clothing becoming ignited while lighting time and space.
Jane Richardson, the eighth and last
She was
a lamp to retire for the night.
of the family, as before mentioned, grew
62 years of age.
up to become a pretty little miss, with
As the result of blood poisoning origilight complexion, blue eyes and brown,
nating in an injury received from a toy curly hair. She went out west with
pistol while celebrating the Fourth some of her brothers, and report says
died al
Harold Pitt·, 13 years 0,d'
she married Capt. Axel H. Read, who
Skowhegan Thursday.
lost his right arm in the civil war and is
Louis Theriault, aged about 30, while now one of the leading business men of
working on the dam at the paper mill at Minnesota.
There is now a thunder shower in
Pejepscot Friday fell into the Androscoggin and was drowned. A widow progress, but we are all glad to see it,
for although some hay is getting wet,
and one child survive.
rain is needed more than sunshine.
Stephen G. Lord, an aged citizen of
North Waterford.
Spnngvale, committed suicide on the
11th by jumping from a bridge 'ntoth<Mrs. Katheriue Grover is at her home
eeheld
in
a
man
wu
river. He
high
here. She bas been on a visit to relateem, but of late had showed signe of tives in the west.
Mrs Amelia Grover
mental aberration
visited her
The prophet
conspicuous by

William H. Pattangall, a man well
known in Maine, formerly editor o« the
Waterville Sentinel and representative in
the legislature, is editor-in chief «' The
Maine Democrat, a new weekly published at Waterville, which made its appearance last week.
Mrs. Charles Lovelt of Freeport was
family burned on the 10th by using kerosene to build a tire in a stove which contained live coal·. The fire blazed up and
ignited her clothing. Mrs. Lovell was

aiout

30 years of age and the mother of
four small children.

The coroner decided that there wan
nothing to indicate foul play in theicaae
of Mrs. Abbie Cromwell of South Dree
den, over 70 year· of age, whose decomposed body wu found in the wood·.

The indications were that she stepped
Into the woods for the shelter of the
trees from a little shower, or forsome
other purpose, lo.t her way and died
from expoeure. No money or anything
else waa missing.

Mooper-Wllcoxeon.

At the reaidence of the bride'· mother

in Covington, Ky., on July 7th, Carroll
I. Hooper of Bo·ton and Mie· Stella
Beatrice Wilcoxeon were married by Kev.
The wedding waa a
Dr Davidson.
family event, only relative, being
One of those attending wa· Louie
ent.
Wilcoxson, brother of the bride, w ho is
supervising teacher in the department of
He left
education in the Philippine·.
Covington eome dve years ago, but came
the
i»if
way around the world to attend
After the ceremony a recep- ι
wedding

pres-

Bethel.

Weat Parle.

Saturday.
Everett Onley

ground vu

Beginning

Bananas.

Chocolate and R&laln Cakes.
Fruit Punch.

Following this the party took a walk to
of the neighboring farms, and the

some

remainder of the evening was spent at
the house in social enjoyment and sing-

ing. Instrumental music was furniebed
on violin and piano by Misses Brown and

The club intend to spend a few
at Camp Evergreen in
Greenwood tho first of August.
Mr. II. R. Ide and daughter, Miss Mellie T. Ide, of Philadelphia,
Pa., are
guests at David Emmons' home.
Will Wish and Kay Lynch, two young
men from Portland, are spending a vacation at F. S. Farnum's,
Mrs. Webster of Yarmouth is boarding at C. S. Marshall's.
Rev. P. L. Miettinen, pastor of the
Finn Lutheran church eociety here, has
moved from Thomaston to this place
where be intends to make bia home. At
present Mr. Meittinen has stored bis
household goods and is living with the
family of Elias McKeen, at the place at
Trap Corner, formerly owned by G. Will
Berry. He hopes to find a rent and go
There is talk
to housekeeping later.
among the Finns of converting Dunham's
Hall into a church, but at present the;
will continue to hold services at the F.
B. church.
There was a dance at Dunham's Hall
last Friday evening.
Mrs. George W. Ridlon has been visited by her cousin from Brldgton.
Annette Austin from South Paris is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. S. T. White.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jackson of
Brownton, Minn., who have spent the
last six months with relatives here,
the Alaskahome via
have
gone
Yukon Exposition.
Mrs. Nellie Daniel, who has spent
the winter with her aunt, Mrs. Ο. K.
Yates, has returned to her home at
Minneapolis, Minn.
Tuell.

days' outing

West Sumner.

Rev. Lucien Robinson of Philadelphia
was here last week calling on friends.
Mrs. A. J. Barrett of Lynn. Mass., is
the gaest of Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Barrett.
Raymond Small of Farmlngton is
working for his ancle, D. D. Small.
Prentise Cummings, who is summering at Paris Hill, was here last week in
his magniticent touring car.
Sylrester Bisbee, who has been spending a week in Auburn, has returned to
this village.
Dr. Charles L. Buck of South Paris
was here Monday and extracted teeth
for Mrs. A. G. Farrar and others. Dr.
Buck was accompanied by his father,
Chas. T. Buck.
W. S. Farrar has gone to Sumner Hill
to get hay for Mrs. Emma Barrett.
Mr*. Nancy Tuttlo's health is very
poor. She is not able to sit up all day.
Howard Curtis and wife of Hartford
were here Tuesday calling on friends.
Frank McAllister, wife, and two children, of Livermore Falls, are with hie
Mr.
mother, Mrs. Isabel McAllister.
McAllister will harvest the hay on his
mother's farm.
Wallace Chandler and Dr. Ε. H. Andrews of Brunswick left here last week
for Rangeley Lakes on a fishing trip.
They are having good luck. Mr. Chandler eent home some very fine trout and
salmon by Selden Barrett, who spent a
day with them.
James Tuell is getting the lumber
ready to put up a small stable.
Mr. and Mrs. Ford of South Acton,
Mass., and Mrs. Frank Ryerson of Paris
were here last week remembering former

acquaintances.

As Willis Crockett was riding on a
load of hay and had almost reached his
barn, he met an auto. The horse took
fright overturning the load. Strange to
say young Crockett was uninjured, and
save breaking the harness and slightly
damaging the cart, no harm was done.
East Sumner.
The Linns' variety and educated dog
show gave three exhibitions at East
Sumner last week which were decidedly
the biggest, best and most satisfactory
ever given here.
Clean, up to date, and
finely produced, it merited and received
the approbation of all that saw it. The
motion pictures were ,ae fine as we ever
saw in the cities, and the
illustrated
songs were finely rendered. As a rule
we do not intend to puff any traveling
exhibitions, but this was a pleasing exception to the many cheap affairs that

come

along.

The Sumner Soldiers' Veteran Association will hold its annual meeting at
Canton on the last Wednesday in August, as several of the members reside
there. There are now about 00 members left. The organization was formed
August 14, 1801, at West Sumner and
was orininally made up of Sumner men,
but now includes veterans from several

adj icent
is

towns.

uplands is nearly secured and
reported a better crop than laat year..

Hay

on

and sisters.
Mrs. Elvira Foeter died July 12 after a
long illness. She leaves a daughter and
several brothers and sisters.
Rev. H. G. Gardiner from Minnesota,
more recently from Canada, will preach
to the M. E. Society the rest of the year.
He will take a rent at Welchville.
Rev. Mr. Newton preached at the Congregational church Sunday.
There are forty students at Prof.
Caldwell's summer school at Camp
Oxford.

very poor health.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Kilgore's little
daughter has been very sick, the result
Dt the measles. They have had a hard
time, six oases of measles.

η last week's issue, relative to William
Howe's funeral. Mr. Rnwe was buried
The
rora the Congregational ohnrch.
lervices were in charge of iter. Newton
Plough, chaplain of Daniel A. Bean
^ost, G. A. R, of which the deoeased
Of near relatives left
ras a member.
here are a widow, a granddaughter, a
brother and a sister.
Rev. F. W. Day of Franklin, Yt., spent
few days with his mother here last

the 7th at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Abbie Parsons, in Hartford. The

Mrs. Frank M are ton has been visiting
ter parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eben Rounds.
The fanerai services of Mr. Andrew
iennison were held at his late home Frilay, July ΐβ·
from
Rev. Percy Marston arrived
;hicago July 15, to atay a while with his
In
the
is
Stick·
summering
smiiy, which

the lawn in the shade of a big maple
tree. The dinner was good enough for
ι king.
A birthday oake made by one
>f her granddaughters was a marvel to.
l>ebold, but the cake that the old lady
made in the old fashioned way knocked
ibe birthday cake higher than a kite,
rhe old lady is as smart as a girl of

reek.

ο·» ι i«y cottage.
tlon waa held, »od the couple
Mrs. Gertrude Stevens Leavitt enterwedding trip. Mr. Hooper ι· a native of
friends at tea Jaly 13.
Pwia Hlll aid well known there, where I si ned a few
Mrs. Ethel McCartney, who has been
He la a
he frequently vi»it·.
coœ™'f*
F. Johnson's, returned to
nion merchant to Bo·ton, where their ι taying at ▲.
loaton Jaly 16.
home will be.

UfllvmaHit Qrov· Meeting.
The grove meeting at Lake Anaaagnnticook (Canton) baa for many year· been
one of the greatest attraction· in thle
part of the state. TbU year will be no
exception. The meeting ia to be held
8unday, Auguat lat. Rev. Jamea Tillingbast of Rockland, and Rev. A. Gertrude
Earle of Dover, are to be the principal

Wfft Ball.

BockfMd.
Hebron Locale defeated the
on the high aohool ground· Sat-

East Buckfleld.
Mrs. Mitchell, widow of the late Zenas
Mitchell, celebrated her 00th birthday

jay

was

fine and dinner

eighteen, and keeps
leasehold.

There

an

was

served

__

present-two
ions, Wm. Mitchell from Hartford and
Wallace from Auburo. Mrs. Mitchell
ias one sister who lives in Greeley, Col.,
tad one son, Lewis, now in Colorado.

TO

MBROI

delight

piece.

fancy

ering

Eyelet

stamped

putated

Pieces.

CUSHIONS,

,lutely

Norway,

Furnishings

Men's

for Hot Weather.

splendid

complete.

Η. B.

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

Travelers' Cheques of the
American Bankers'
Association.
Membership

10,000 Banks and Bankers.

Money being
important

neceshity,

SAFEST, MOST AVAILABLE, MObT
CONVENIENT AND MOST ECONOMICAL.

THE

|

Money."

appropriately

delays,
obtaining

cheques

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
of

Norway, Maine.

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

Summer Underwear and

the nicest

SQUARE,

|

|

Bert Edgerly and Mr. Martin of Anlover called on friends and relatives in
»vn

Bedtop, timothy, June grass and clover,
Sing the merry meadow song over and over,
Bobolinks a-tnlltng through It,
Graashoppera a-chirring through It,
Golden sunlight glancing In it,
Golden caps a-dancing In It,
Butterflies flitting by,

Wednesday.

Grace Martin of South Paris recently
a few days with her aunt, Mrs.
Frances Cole.
Mildred Lewis of Boston is visiting at
ieorge Cole's.
Mrs. Pearl Wytaan of Paris was the Rheumatism
(neat of Mrs. Fred Edgerly last Friday. >yspcpsia
'Oitlveness
George Emmons is working for Alva biliousness
Sidney Disorders
Sates.
'lies
Raymond Webber is working for Wil- ilck and
>ur Yates.
i lervous Headache
Mrs. Alby Grovor called on ber sister,
1rs. Will Yates, recently.
Little Nina Emery of Portland is
pending a few days with ber aunt, Mrs. * 9-31
Ernest Curtis.
Miss Fanny Wise of Portland Is visitDg ber sister, Mr·. Ed Pike.
Harold Swift and wife, also Gerald and
amily spent Sunday with their father,
imbrose Swift of Snow's Falls.

July.

I
|

|

Denmark.

Mr. William Greeley of Portland, Me.,
been In town for a few daya. Mr.
Ireeley is connected with the firm of |
lu η ham ά Morrill Co.
The new cutting machines are being I
nt in position at the corn shop by Mr. [
turdock of Norway, Me.

las

The ball game, Denmark va. Moose-1
ead, resulted in favor of Denmark 12-7. [
Mr. Leon H. Ingalls is in charge of Mr.
!. E. Cobb'a motor-boat and carries the |
lall from this office to the camps.
Bale la needed badly In this section.

Remedy

Nausea
Jaundice
Loss of Appetite
Boils

Dysentery

All Oone and
Tired Feeling
Dizziness

Constipation
La Orlppe

Languor

Female Weakness

Erysipelas

Salt Rheum
Oeneral Debility

All Skin Diseases
Liver Complaint
Ulcers and Old Sores
Pains la the Sides,
Back and Shoulders
Eczema

CUMMINGS, Agent,

Box 257, SOUTH

PARIS, MAINE.

MID-SUMMER SHOES.

tant danger from wild beauts. To-day
be danger, as shown by A. W. Brown
f Alexander, Me., Is
largely from dead·
"If It bad not been for Dr.
j disease.
ling's New Discovery which cured me,
could not bave lived," be write·, "sufsring as I did from a severe lung tronb) and stubborn cough."
To cure 8ore
lungs, Colds, obstinate Coughs, and
revent Pneumonia, it's the best medlIne on earth. 50c and 11.00. Guaranied by P. A. Shurtleff à Co. Trial
ottle free.

Lisbon Fall· baa voted #58,000 for a
ratem of water work·, to be supplied
rom driven well·.

Bigger and Better Than Ever.
Α

\

can

Man and Woman who en joy es Good Shoes
be suited from my stock of Summer Footwear.

ΠηιιΜα
LrOUDlC

HAVE SEVERAL EXCLUSIVE LINES.
Ladies' all prices from $1.60 to $3.50.
Gents' all prices from $2.00 to

,

$6.00.

TRUNKS, BAGS AND SUIT CASES.

W. O.

Frothingham,

SOUTH PARIS,

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

I i\i
LOI

We would call

°^
mU8''n underwear
wonderful success with in

Special Attention

we
our

to Table

have hmi
last tw

('s·

Damask

60-cent goods for 39 cents.
7&-cent goods for 60 cents.
82-cent goods for 62 cents.
$1.00 goods for 75 cents, Ac.

[N

CRASH

WE

TWO SPECIALS:

OFFER

6 yards 14-cent unbleached for 60 cents.
6 yards 11-cent bleached for 60 cents.
)ne Lot

Tray

Cloths.

I Fine Line of

A great

bargain at 25
figures.

cents.

Thi· sale

20

cents.

Napkins at very low
Batiste for 19 cents.

5-cent French
9-cent Indi *Linon for (3 cents.
5-cent Killarney Linen for 12$ cents.

BARGAINS

Every

irrived (or their summer vacation.
LIFE 100,000 YEARS AGO.
Miss Bertha Cole is working for Mrs. J.
I. Kites, Rum ford Corner.
Scientists have found In a cave in
Miss Gladys Bartlett is working fori witzerland bones of men, who lived I
Ir. Z. W. Bartlett.
00,000 years ago, when life was in con- 1I

Mr. Elmer Cole has returned home to
Washington, D. C.

Malaria, Fevers and
Ague
Nervousness

HENRY L.

Mr. Wm. B. Bartlett visited Lewiston
ast week.
Master Milton Lousea of Boston is
►oarding at Mr. Odber Jones'.
Mr. George Blake and family have

JUNE 5 TO JULY 3, INCLUSIVE.

30,

A purely vegetable preparation containing no Calomel or
other injurious or metallic drug. Each package contains 204
doses in tablet form.
The greatest known remedy for the
cure of All Blood, Liver and Kidney Diseases yet discovered.
It is guaranteed to cure any of the following diseases if
directions are followed, or money will be promptly refunded.

ipent

East Bethel.

And this la

East Greenwood.

Our Standard

SALE!

WHITE

|

camp.
A Mr. Burbank and wife have been
entertainments
and selling medigiving
cines in Bell's hall on several evenings of
the past week, and will go from here to
tfewry. The show Is all one can expect
for the price of admission.
Harlan P. Dennison and wife are enjoying a vacation oat of town for two
weeks, and Misses Grace Farwell and
Nina Tyler have all the work In the
, itore and post office to attend to daring
;heir absence.

styles and shapes.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

straw-1

nights in

Hosiery.

Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats in

|

on

eye on the whole

were

STAMPED LINEN

RADCLIFFE 2; MOHAWK 0.
urday afternoon in an ezoitlng game of
Radcliffe added another to ita string of
baee ball. Two costly errora by the victories
Saturday afternoon by defeatAlerta and a home run by Bearoe of the
the strong Mohawk team of Porting
that
lead
the
visitor·
a
Hebrona gave
land at the fair grounda In one of the
could not be overcome. The score was faateat exhibltiona aeon on tbeae
grounda
aiz to five.
for a long time. The attendance waa
apeakera. Mr. TUIinghaat'· aeveral year·'
Rev. and Mrs. F. M. Lamb visited
It often occurs while on your vacation, or even the
large and certainly everyone got hia experience aa atate anperlntendent of
Mrs. Lamb's brother in Turner Tuesday
worth. We have heard several churchea In
money'·
with
in embroidwould
Pennaylvanla, together
and Wednesday.
spare moments at home, that you
lag manner.
the Portland boya the compliment
marked natural ability ahoald commend
The Alabama Troubadour·, a colored pay
here
In the evening the church wai filled to
find
choice
Tou will
of being the cleaneat looking lot of ball him to all who
linen
patterns
a
appreciate preaching abillisten to the veaper service, whioh con- company, gave an entertainment at
playera seen here for aome time and ity. Mrs. Earle deaervea the enviable Df
and Shadow
Braid,
Coronation
Wallachian,
French,
sisted of solos, with a servioe of song Necinsoot Hall Monday evening.
they deaerved the good thinga aaid about reputation ahe holda aa one of New EngLinwood Morrill had his thumb am- them.
and reoltation by the ohlldren, who had
on all sizes of Doilies, Centre
They gave a fine exhibition of
Embroidery
by Dr. Maraton. Mr. Morrill snappy ball playing, and although de- land'· ablest preacher·. To all It wbo
been most faithfully trained by the
will
In
value
music
meeting·
religion·
Pillow Tops, Pin Cushions, Handkerchief and Glove Cases.
superintendent, Mrs. Curtis, Mrs. Cbas. bad a aore come which made an opera- feated they did not atop trying until the be
eapeclally pleaaing to know that Mra.
Valentine, Miss Belle Parington and, tion neceaaary.
Belts.
laat man waa out. We underatand that Winnlfred
Staple· Smith of Carthage Aprons, Corset Covers and
H. F. Rawaon waa in Portland TuesMrs. John Nelson, who bad obarge of
this team will oome here for another will
The Orand Trunk and Maine
aing.
on
buaineaa.
class.
day
tbe kindergarten
and when
they do every one who Central railroada afford ample and conBELTS and PIN
P. R. Dyer has been in Boaton for a game,
and 50c.
Dr. Paxton sang a solo most accept25c.
enjoys seeing good ball playing by two venient aervice for this oooaaion, the ex- PILLOW TOPS, 25c
ably, also Gard Twaddle; Miss Andrews few days this week.
teama evenly matched should be preaent. curaiun train on the former and the
62c.
regA pleasant anrprise was given Miss A.
DOILIES, 15c, 25c, 39c,
SALTER'S
and Miss Rlohardson sang a duet; Maud
WASH
USE
The only change In the Radcliffe team
SILK
at
Clark Barney of Berlin, Ν. H., rendered H. Prince Saturday afternoon, when she waa that Lizotte of the Pilgrim team of ular train of the latter connecting
HANDKERCHIEF and GLOVE
for Art Needlework, ahs
two selections. Mrs. Barney possesses a was the guest of honor at an informal Lewiaton waa on third, but whether he Mechanic Falls.
Special train· will be run from Liversweet voioe that touches a spmpathetic tea aerved in the beautiful orchard of
CASES, 25c.
strengthened the team is somewhat more Fall· and Rumford. Picnic dinner
fast color 5c. skein.
chord in the hearts of her hearers and Alfred Cole on High street, the occasion of a
the
of
made
both
He
queatlon.
those who DUTCH COLLARS, 15c.
for
be
in
will
order,
though
of
who
to
the
those
was a real inspiration
being
seventy-fourth birthday
errora charged to the Norway team, and
EMBROIDERY FLOSS, L topia
A g»od number of the would have bad another but for aome deaire it the train will run from the grove
heard her. Dr. Wight's solo at the Miss Prince.
TEA APRONS of fine lawn, 25c.
to Canton during the noon hour.
close was indeed a benediction.
High street ladies were present.
work by Leith who acooped up a
quick
and Pereiana, mercerized, imle.
Mr. Alfred Cole has just published a
The church was beautifully decorated
CORSET COVERS, very fine
punt that bounded over Lizotte'a hands
Bound Over on Nuisance Charge.
for this service with a wealth of flowers, new line of souvenir views of Backfield and
•tructible permanent glos\ γ.
got the runner at first. However,
Long Cloth, 50c.
and this service seemed a fitting dedica- in colored post cards, which includes the new man did well at the bat, getting
Something of a aenaation waa caused a
M. R. Fogg, chairtion to the repaired church wbich bas many familiar scenes.
two hita.
The game was atarted before few daya ago when
of Sumner and
Alton Tuttle of Melrose, Mass., has Claaon arrived and Lowell
been very much improved since the fire
played half of man of the aelectmen
been visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. the first
of last winter.
superintendent of the East Sumner corn
on aecond.
inning
was
on the charge
bound
over
few
to
hear
for
a
the Ripley Tuttle,
All were disappointed not
days
Leith pitched well for Radcliffe. He factory,
The
of maintaining a liquor nuisance.
C. H. Prince went to Madison Wednes- did not
violin solos by Miss Marion Haskell of
get aa many strike-outs as usual,
Norway, but just before her place on day with his auto, returning Thursday but he held his opponents to five hits, C4se originated in complaints made to
the programme came a string to her with the family of his son, Harry, who three of whioh came in succession in the the Sturgis Commission, who called the
violin broke, but Bethel people hope to will visit here for a week.
sixth inning, and kept them hitting the attention of Sheriff Hiram R. Hubbard
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dudley, with some ball where his team mates could
Sheriff Hubbard sent
hear her in the near future. The comget it. to tbe matter. Niles
and Small to East
mittee received well merited praise as of the children of the Μ. Ε Sunday He received Que support.
Deputy Sheriffs
well as the children and young people School, attended the Sunday School Field
allowed Radcliffe nine hits, two Sumner to search the boarding house,
Libby
who so cheerfully responded and helped Day at the fair grounds in South Paris of which were the lucky kind. He did alleged to be under Mr. Fogg's control.
and one
to make the concert a success.
Wednesday.
Maine.
his best work in the last two innings, They found some empty bottle·
The annual meeting of the Nezinscot
Mr. John V. Holt and family of Anfive strike-outs out of the last containing a small quantity of whiskey.
getting
U.
with
Mrs.
C.
Falls
dover, Mass., are spending a vacation of History Club was held
six outs.
The Mohawks were also At the hearing in the Rumford
three weeks with Mrs. Holt's parents, Prince Tuesday afternoon. The followwith two errors and both flgured Municipal Court County Attorney Parker
charged
Mrs.
were
elected:
officers
President,
Mr. and Mrs. J. U. Purington.
ing
appeared for tbe state, and Matthew
in Norway's runs.
Thursday the "Bowler party" started E. A. Prince; Vice President, Mrs. Carrie
It was in Norway's half of the third McCarthy for the respondent. Sufficient
evidence was introduced so that Recorder
for the Alaska-Yukon·Pacific exposition. Spaulding; Secretary, Mrs. E. J. Waite.
inning that the flrslf run came across the
Mrs. Alice Taylor of Boston has been
E. C. Bonier, Jr., and Mies Mildred
the first batter, sent a Stevenson bound Fogg over as above
LaPranco,
plate.
Keene, stenographer at the Citizen visiting her sister, Mrs. Fannie Oerrish, tly into short center Held. Bradbury stated.
for a few days.
office, were among the party.
and Springer both started for it and then
A NIGHT RIDER'S RAID.
Mrs. Addie Bridgham, who has been
Mr. Robert Bisbee has returned from
being afraid of colliding both slowed
The worst night riders .are calomel,
Porto Rico for his summer's vacation visiting relatives here, returned to her down and the ball dropped between
with his mother, Mrs. Fannie Bisbee home in Cohaeset, Mass., Friday.
them.
Harrison sacrificed, Clason hit croton oil or aloes pill·. They raid your
The first blueberries of the season one which in
bed to rob you of rest. Not so with Dr.
Lovejoy.
1
my opinion Jordan should
disProf. F. E. Hanscom and little son have been brought in this week from have
but which he let get away King'· New Life Pill·. They never
fielded,
Mountain.
cleanse
cauie to their home in Bethel for a few the pastures around Streaked
from him, and LaFrance scored. The tress or inconvenience, but always
We've all kinds of desirable things to help make
of
a
sister
Mrs.
of
Portland,
Laughton
days.
other run came in the sixth inning. the system, curing Colds, Headache,
relatives
Β.
at
F.
A.
ShurtE.
has
been
25c
Gerrisb,
visiting
Friday Mr. W. A. Banting returned
Clason led off with a single, Lanen flied Constipation, Malaria,
you comfortable. You ought to see the excellent
from Seattle where he has spent the here.
out. Leith hit a fly to deep center field leff Λ Co.'s.
educated
The
with
their
state
in
months
dogs
Linns,
three
Washington
that Springer got under but dropped.
past
line of soft shirts we are offering this season.
Helen M. Snow, the 11 year old daughand Oregon. He attended the exposition and moving pictures, will exhibit at this Lizotte flied out, but Young was on hand
Snow of
and was much pleased with the climate place three nights commencing Monday, with a fine hit to right field on which ter of Rev. and Mrs. Joseph A.
The
assortment makes choosing easy.
Hermon, was struck by a bullet from a
the 19th.
and conditions in Seattle.
Clason scored.
rifle in the hands of some unknown perA party of young ladles, seven in numRev. C. L. Banghart has been to LewThe Mohawks got on to Leith for three
Our underwear stock is full
50c. and $1 00.
son, on the 10th, in her father's hay field
iston for an operation npon his eyes by ber, are quartered in Camp Indigestion hits in the sixth
inning, but tine work and died the next morning. The bullet
Dr. Pennell and is to be congratulated at North Pond.
what
and
him
the
team
behind
and
We've the Β. V. D. underwear.
by
that it was so successful.
Supt. Smith has moved back into the seemed to me like foolish base running, passed completely through the girl's
is
the
It
lungs.
unceresupposed
was
so
body,
he
house
from
which
piercing
A good number from the Congrespoiled the visitors1 cbance of scoring.
the
50c. per garment. Unions $1.00. Other undergational Sunday School attended the moniously evicted, having fixed several Bradbury led off with a bit and went to to have been a stray bullet, though
of it so far made is that
only
explanation
rooms that were only slightly damaged.
field day at South Paris.
second on a pass ball. Jordan got a bit
wear 25c. to $1.00.
it came from the rifle of a man who was
A quiet weddiog took place July 10 at The house will be repaired at once.
into left field and Bradbury attempted to
at a hawk at a long distance from
firing
H. F. Rawson played ball for Hebron
tbe home of Mrs. Alice Farwell. Mr.
score, although LaPrance had the ball the
place.
Rupert Coffin and Miss Editb Farwell at Mechanic Falls, Saturday.
before he reached third. He was called
The ladies of the Nezinscot History out at the
were aoited in marriage by Rev. C. L.
on a close decision.
plate
TORTURED ON A HORSE.
the
on
a
for
are
Club
picnic
planning
Banghart.
Jordan tried to take second on the throw
"For ten years I could't ride a horse
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. held a meet- banks of the Nezinscot on Thursday, to the plate and was out, Lanen to ClaONE PRICE CLOTHIER,
ing at the home of Mrs. Banghart. This the 22d Inst.
son.
Dougherty also hit safely, but La- without being in torture from piles,"
Mrs. Hattie Damon went to Norway France
writes L S. Napier of Rugless, Ky.,
being a patriotic programme the engot Ham's fly.
"whon
other
remedies
all
doctors
and
trance was decorated with the flag, also Saturday to attend the funeral of her
In the eighth inning, with one ont,
the house decorations were tastefully sister, Mrs. Merritt Damon.
Bradbury got a pass and etole second failed, Bucklen's Arnica Salve cured
an
and
of
arranged, consisting
flags
and third, taking third while Leith had me." Infallible for Piles, Bums, Scalds,
Bryant's Pond.
abundance of roses. Mrs. Banghart
the ball in bis hands getting ready to Cuts, Boils, Fever-Sores, Eczema, Salt
Ellis, sod of Frank B. Davis, of South pitch. Jordan hit to Harrison and Brad- Rheum, Corns. 25c. Guaranteed by F.
sang a solo; Mrs. Levi Bartlett gave for
a recitation, Tbe Son of a Veteran; read- Woodstock, is seriously ill with typhoid
bury tried to score. He was an easy out A. Shurtleil & Co.
ing, Mrs. Alice Jordan, and Mrs. Mason fever.
at the plate.
M. M. Hathaway is painting the Bapread The Perfect Tribute. The proClaeon, I aFraoce, and Young by virORGANIZID 1820.
gramme cloeed with singing by tbe tist church. The paint was given by tue of his hit in the sixth inning, were
ANNUAL STATEMENT OF THE
AnEdwin
one
of
our
merchants, Mr.
Union, Our Native Land. Tbe hostess
the leading factors in Kadcliffe's victory.
served light refreshments and a social drews.
VERMONT MUTUAL FIRE
The Mohawks presented a well balanced
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin R. Perbam of team but their
hour was a pleasing closing to a most
game was not featured by
INSURANCE CO.
nninvihln nftnrnnnn
are
friends
Somerville, Mass,
visiting
the work of any one player.
OP MONTPILIBR. VT.
and relatives here.
Stanley Wheeler as umpire had a strenMIDDLE INTERVALS.
For the year ending Dec. 31, 1908.
H. M. Estes has given up bis position uous
afternoon, close decisions being the
Mr. Hutchinson of Canton was here | on the Portland milk car, and Mr. Rowe rule rather than the exception. While Insurance In force Jan. 1, 1908,
$77,:i!W,oi7 Ou
2e.JM.tW3 00
recently in the interest of a Lewiston of Portland has temporarily taken his he may have made one or two mistakes, Written In 1908
place. Mr. Estes has returned to the his décision» were mostly correct, and
paper.
#1(3,9ft!,080 00
will
Trunk
and
Co.
A letter from Fergus Packard, son of employ of the Grand
as good as any one would have made un- Policies terminated during the year, 2-2,170,010 00
Fred Packard of Woodstock, and brother have charge of a crew making repairs on der the same
trying conditions. Many Insurance In force Dec. 31, 1908,—#81,385,461 00
to the late Stephen Packard of Bethel culverts and bridges.
of the decisions were so close that it was
:
ASSETS Dec. 31,1908.
Elmer R Bowker went to Berlin this
and Mrs. M. D. Wright of Boston, is
simply a matter of judgment, and no
#7,395,359 00
Deposit notée
proof that oar relatives are in the far-off week where he has a position. Mr. matter which way they were given nei- Keal
00
estate,
50,000
it is extremely
country of Australia. He wrote a very Bowker, who graduated in June at He- ther team was justified in much of a Cash deposited
every traveler'» first
In bank,
120.699 89
646 M
Cash In oitlce
interesting account of his father who bron Academy, was notified last week ; kick.
be
a form
that
his
funds
in
which
is at once
that he was entitled to the Colby scholarbills receivable,
144.00·» S3
died there some years ago.
The score:
Dr. Twaddle is getting his hay from ship prize. This with the four prizes
Total assets Dec. 31. 1908,
$7,710,706 21
RADCLIFFE.
won at the academy makes certainly a
the Ferry farm.
LIABILIT1 ES.
α Β. K. 11.11. r.o. α.
κ.
Brown and Balentine cut the grass on j very satisfactory and encouraging help
0
υ
0
1
4
3
β.β
Harrison,
Re-Insurance reserve
$ 45,708 47
to a young man, who has worked hon- Lowell, 2-b
the Joseph Holt farm on Holt Hill.
0
0
0 losses adjusted, not yet due
0
0
0
5.970 St·
12
2
10 1.ousts reported
3
19,619 83
Many of our young people are visiting estly and hard, beeides being an agree- Claton, 2-b
0 Commission and brokerage,
0
0
β
»
4
Lanen, c
11,711 96
able result to his many friends.
their old homes in this vicinity.
0
0
0
0
4
These cheques fulfill all the requirements, and constitute
7
Leith, ρ
0
4
3
2
2
2
Edith, the only daughter of John KimLlzzotte, 3 b
«
83,010 .V!
Hebron.
0
0
called "The Perfect Internawhat has been
4
110
AriHftH to protect policy holder·),. 7,027,695 6Λ
Young, c.f
ball, is at bis old home on a vacation.
0
0
0
0
3
14
7. L. Packard W. R. C. bad an initia- (iammoo, 1-b
We had an invitation to attend the I
0
0
0
tional
0
S
2
r f
21
King,
♦7,710,700
North Paris reunion, which we mieeed tion Friday, the Oth, followed by a ban- LaFrance, l.f
3
12
110
SUMMARY ΚΟΚ THE VEAB 1908.
These cheques eliminate vexatious
inconvenience and
of attending. One teacher we remember quet. Mrs. Jennie Packard Uanscom of
2
9
19
2 Total admitted assets
$7,710,706 21
31
27
Totals
the
well. Our brother, Joseph P. Packard, New York City joined
Corps.
funds in all foreign
Net surplus, not Including deposit
embarrassment to travelers in
MOHAWKS.
notes,
232,336 &">
taught a high school there, and he was I Mrs. Herbert Cantello is visiting in
countries and in all parts of the United States.
t.OHSOn paid In li*H,
Readilv
356,*18 68
A.11. R. It.II. P.O. A. E.
striken down with diphtheria and died : Connecticut.
7,23:1,988 40
0
12
10 Losses paid slncu orvanl/.itlon,
2
Prof. &Dd Mrs. W. E. Sargent and Mrs. Ilradbury, 8.·
He was a soldier in
at 20 years of age.
40:1,208 27
cashed at full face value by Banks. Railroads, Steamship
0
1 tintD In aesctiIn 1908,..*.
4
112
Jordan, 2-b
the Civil War of 1861, also a school Henry Bearce attended the 1900 class re- Dougherty, 3-b
0
0
0
2
3
1
F. II. 4 C. C. PLUMMKB, General Agents
0
0
0
0 for Maine, 121 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
3
2
Ham, I f
Companies. Hotels and Stores throughout the world, they do
teacher, and now with his father and union at Peak's Island last week.
0
0
0
2
0
4
c
Abbott,
at
Miss Ethel Philbrick is
mother and sisters, his loved form lies Id
Harpswell. Uoodwln, 1-b
0
0
0
4
0
7
not require personal introduction and are perfectly safe.
has
been
short
Miss
Hazel
Donham
a
the cemetery at North Paris, only
spend- Snrlnger, c.f
ο
0
0
1
4
3
Bankrupt's Petition For Discharge.
0
0
0
0
3
2
distance from the school house where the ing a few days with friends at Birch lligglnn, r.f
will be sent on
A booklet fully describing these
0
0 In the matter of
10
3
.S
)
Llbby, ρ
reunion was held. He is a brother to Point.
In Bankruptcy.
IRWIN W. BOBBINS,
BUY THEM FROM
J
request.
Mrs. Florence Dunham Pinkham and
James B. Packard of Monmouth, whose
0
5
10
2
28
24
Total»,
Bankrupt. )
address we have just read in a Lewiston family of Newton are at E. S. Dunham's.
Score by Innings.
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DisMrs. Anna Robinson of Otisfield is at
trict Court of the United States for the District
1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 «—Total.
paper, both of these men being able
of Maine:
Mrs. Howe's.
0 oiooioo x-2
Railcllffo
speakers.
TBWIN W. BOBBINS, of Woodstock. In the
Mise Etta Sturtevant went to West Mohawks,
ο ο ο ο ο ο ο ο o-u
"By the wa y the school room statu In,
1
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
Its favors broadcast throwing;
Peru last week to visit ber brother,
Famed runs, 0.
Sacrlllce hit», Dougherty, In said District, respectfully represents, that on
The children come In rosy bands
Ernest Sturtevant.
Stolen bases, the 24th day of April, last past, he was duly
Rradbury, Abbott, Harrison.
To gather what ehe'e strewing.
Rradbury 2. Flr.-t base on balN, off Leith 2; adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of Congress
Mrs. Manley
Bessey and daughter off
"Some learn 'neath academic rule,
1. Struck ont, by Leith 4; by Ltbbv 7
retiiiliig to Bankruptcy ; that be has duly surAnd some In col lege danséeJosephine visited friends in Auburn last LeftLlbby
First rendered all his
on bases, Radcllffe 7; Mohawk* 7.
property and rights of property
But still our bleased 'common schools
week.
Hit by and has fully complied with all the requirements
base on errors, KadclllTe 2; Mohawks 2.
Will educate the masses."
Mr. Horace Knight of Jamaica Plain, pitched ball, by Leith 1. Umpire, Wheeler. of said Acts anil of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
A COMPLETE LINE OF
Mass., is at A. M. Richardson's on a few Scorer, Thayer.
Wherefore ne prays, that he may be decreed
West Bethel.
visit.
days'
Great excitement prevailed at Lubec by the Court to have a full discharge from all
"Softly, softly down It comes—the summer rain,
when it became known that, Henry S. debts provable against his estate under said
And gives to earth refreshing coolness In Its |
Lovell.
bankruptcy Acts, except snch debts as are extrain.
Kelley, a prominent merchant, had com- cepted by law from such discharge.
Mr. Charles Harriman has gone to the mitted suicide under
Lightly pelting at the heart of velvet Rose,
conditions.
bated this 14th day of July, A. D. 1909.
peculiar
Carrying away a wealth of perfume as it goes.
IBWIN W. BOBBINS, Bankrupt.
Maine General Hospital for treatment. His
body was found in the basement of
Scattering larger life and fragrance everywhere.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Mrs.
Charles
Norton
remains
about
the store, with two bullet wounds from
Leaving cool, delicious perfume In the air."
the same. The nurse who has been a revolver which was
lying on his breast. District of Maine, es.
there| for some time has returned to Near by was a 25-pound can of powder On this 17lh day of Jnly, A.Is—D. 1909, on
The green earth seems an emerald floor,
the foregoing petition, It
The sky Is sweet with prayer,
Portland, and another has come in her from which the plug had been taken reading
Ordered by tne Court, that a hearing be had
The sunset heaven's wide open door,—
place.
and
a
fuse
inserted
and
same on the 7th day of Aug. Α. I).
twisted
the
upon
paper
Nay, heaven U everywhere.
The showers of Friday were very wel1909, before said Court at Portland, In said DisLucy Lakcox.
lighted. This was twisted so hard that I trict,
at
10
o'clock In the forenoon; and that
although much hay got wet.
it had gone out about an inch from thè notice thereof be
Henry Lapham of Oxford visited his come,
published In The Oxford
There is a good crop of strawberriee
it
was
his
intention
a
Democrat, newspaper printed In said District,
opening. Evidently
sunt, Mrs. L. D. Orover, last week.
about
both
in the fields and gar- to cover
and that all known creditors, and other persons
here,
the
suicide.
up
Mrs. Geo. A. Grover is confined to her |
In Interest, may appear at the said time and
dens.
bed, and failing quite rapidly.
place, and show cause, If any they have, why
In another column we publish the the
Mr. Walter Reeves and hie mother
prayer of said petitioner should not be
E. P. Grover and son Adrian have I
have been spending a week with his annual statement of the old reliable Ver- granted.
been picking and marketing their
And It Is further ordered by the Court, that
mont
of
Vermont.
Rev.
H.
at
F.
this
Mutual,
Reeves,
Montpelier,
brother,
place.
berries.
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credThis company has a remarkable record. itors
copies of said i>etltlon and this order, adMARKET
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
Haying is being hurried along in fair I
in
have
assels
of
dressed
to them at tnclr places of residence as
they
1828,
Organized
Albany.
weather, and the crop Is some heavier
write stated.
over seven million dollars.
They
than last year's.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. L. Farwell of
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
all classes of risks and no company doing of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at PortMrs. Vienna Holt is in poor health and | Bethel were at S. G. Bean's recently.
business in the state can compete with land, In said District, on the 17th day of July,
her
home.
to
Mr. and Mrs. David Millett of Oxford
quite olosely confined
A.
1909.
D.
F. H. & C. C. Plummer
Devil wagons of different sizes are I recently visited bis sister, Mrs. Addie them on rates.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[l. §.]
of Portland, Maine, are general agents
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
plentiful and now a little noisy imp of Conner.
for the tftate.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.
two wheels has hatched oat.
Mrs. Flora
has
visit-

been
Cummings
The road commissioners bad two ing ber brother, Ε. T. Judkins.
Oxford.
crews of men with road machines workMelissa Twitcbell of Oxford visited Guaranteed under the Pure Food and Drugs Act, June
The funeral of Dr. Ernest Hall of Auing on the highways in this end of the there also.
held
the
of
1906. Guarantee Number 1676.
was
at.
residence
gusta
Cyrus town last week.
The town house school closed the 6th,
S. Hayes Sunday, Rev. Mr. Newport of
C. W. Burgees of Soath Paris visited if ter a successful term, taught by Goldie
Turner officiating. Dr. Hall leaves a relatives and friends here last week and Adams of North Stoneham. A treat
of
widow, two children, a father, mother ipent a day on Pine Mountain and a few peanuts and candy was furnished.

and children, MilMrs.
lie and Harold, are here at their summer
home.
Moilie Hutchina of Fryebnrg was a
guest at Ε. H. Nason's recently.
Tbe North Waterford Grange will not
hold any meeting this Friday evening as
it is such a busy time for farmer·.
Mrs. Guy Bennett and child have been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Sumner Grover.
I.inwood Flint, the animal man, cap-1
tared three poroupines one night last
Norway Lake.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Flint visited New
Blueberries are getting rip·.
Mrs. Annie Hazel ton had a blaeberry Gloucester lately, going and returning
the same day in their auto.
pie and green peas recently.
Dr. Elmon J. Noyes and wife visited
Sidney Hatch and family are at Lovell
at J. L. Partridge's July 11th. Their
ioing the haying on his place there.
daughter Leola and Miss Hattie Walker
returned home to Lovell with them.
East Brownfleld.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. T. Dunn are still in
It is desired to correct tbe statement

j

The
Alerta

Sunday morning, July 11, Children'·
Day vu observed at tbe Congregational
church. The decoration· of flower·
Rev. W. C. CurtU, the
were taity.
paator, preaohed to the children an appropriate sermon. Mr. William Eldredge of Rookport saog a solo, which
added mncb to the Impresslveaess of the
servioea as well as "Hand in Hand,"
sang by Mrs. Dr. Wight in a moat plea··

IN WHITE WAISTS, LONG SLEEVES.
^e shall show

a

VERY

large

line of

Hamburgs

'ome in and we will show you many other
to all.
Sincerely yours,

at VERY low

things.

price*

A cordial welcome

S. B. 4 Z, S. PRINCE,
ABBOTT BLOCK. NORWAY. MAINE.

CAST0RIA Fnwirtinaiè».

Jh« KM Ysv Hm Ahri|t iMfht

«

ïbe 9xfetA

Mr·. C. G. Andrew· is
tive· In Lovell.

ftemoerat

Mr·. E. P. Pmrlin of Wilton is
her relative· in town.

SOUTH PAEIS.

Mis· Susie Β Porter ie
Berth· Tardy at Doter.

eoUTH i-aeis »*orr urric*.
? :» Α. M. ΙΟ 7 Λ> ». *.
oace Hour·
Ο
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TRCSE

aAJLWAI.

TRAIS· LEAVK sot; ΓΗ m»
1*Ut;»Λ> A.
.K.wn eaet-4 ΛίΑ.
♦ '12 F. ■·. itally; 7:37 a.
\, ei>» Sun.Uy;
; m., Sun.tay only.
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χ, ,'ΐΊ Snn lay; S 45 r. ■.. Oaily ; 10.22 a.
r. m., Sunday only.
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here.

C. Swift and daughter. Miss
Nwiff, of Minneapolis, are guests
uni J. Wheeler'·.
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important business
meeting of Mt. Mica
A full attendance is

Marst η made a short visit to
and brother at Damariscotta
: Ζ the shut-down of the Paris
turing Co.

it

1> >!ster anil family, with the ex
f Morton Bolster, have gone to
1-land. where they will occupy a
'u.e for a week or more.
reunion in memory of by-gone
has be»*n indetiaitely postit is hoped in the near future
ents will be made to have one.

formerly of this place,
w principal of one of the larg•Is in Fitchburg, Mass.. is spend·
Kietcher.

u.

>

.mmer

vacation with relatives

ilrr^

Lodge. K. of P., will have its
the meeting
η of otticers at
evening of this week. Refreshwill be served, and it is hoped
η

}

member will make
be present.

·τν

t
e-

a

special

II. Howard and family. Mrs.
ward and Mrs. James S. Wright
nday raorotng for Mere Point,
»
they will occupy a cottage. Mr.
t will go a day or two later, and
V
the »rty will remain for two weeks.
M
L. Whittle entertained four
»
h oui mates at a little informal party
rsday afternoon. They were Mrs.
M Hutcbins of Mechanic Falls, Miss
Caldwell of Boston, Miss Anna
y
and Mrs. Lila Woodbury of this
s

(

«ί.

»

Mrs. A. C. Jones and granddaughter.
rothy Wilbur, have returned from
ortland. where they have been for some
eeks. W. W. Walker and son Harold
conipanied them to spend Sunday
Mrs. Wilbur remains in Portland
re.
>r the present.

A party which left for Camp Concord
Vitirday morning for a week's stay in
and Kitberinc
si Misses Isabe!
γ -t >n. Miss Phyllie Forbes. Mis* Ethe
Miss Flora Β Murch.
« kett and
Miss Julia P. Morton and Miss sue
m

chaperonne.
and Mm Bertwel! P. lierry of
are gueats of Mr and
d. V H

peon

•

as

(leo. C. Fernald for a «h.-rt tun*.
Mr. (»erry
«·
>n their weddiot: tyur.
ere a few months ago wisuog in
ink during Mr. Feroad's temp·»

·■

vert
e

«ed letter* in South Pari» p-»et
19:

July

II Jark*oa
κ u tltlMUB
J Weir τ
Wfotwiifth ^Urblrl
Ru'>«rtE Γηα
J A liuherty.
* >ha C urrtei

Mr* J

V

M
w-

M

ash railway system ·** installed
nt> re of Ν Dayton Bolster à '"*»·
week
It »e not y·* ta operant*.
-U'B » tnt*· ia tb· arrangement of
■>
e being
neeeesary belor· it will
This make· m· more
n> «<1y fur u»e
;»01itan. being the fir«t cash rail
'( «bich th* t «Β CM buut
*Λ\
\

"

The Ladies of the G. A. R.

f the Mason Manufac'ur-

\r l.wa for a vacation this
on the "26th of
«? again

,..

J1

ej?"1D*A

of^a

W. Klder, son of Charles R.
,ined the other members of
at their summer home here.

r,I

The Soath Pari. Village Corporttion
It· meetioe last Monday evening, vot

following

Powers and son Lewis of
.-rare with Mrs. Powers' daughWinslow C. Thayer.
s;
V. T.

\

af

^cirZt«io»cT«k

T. Llndley 0# Boston, formerly
has recently visited friends

place,

have ac-

:epted an iuvitation from Hebron Relief
Jorps to speud the day with them Aug.

a

Reality.

THE VILLAGE CORPORATION SO VOTED LAST
riONDAY EVENING.

Miss

I

Forbes of Canton, S. Y.,
iiueet of relatives here.
have
rge D. Koberteon and fanoily
..siting at Gilead for a few days.

,·

ι„

visiting

The factory of the Pari· Manufacturat an expense not to exceed ten per cent
ing Co. started up again Monday morn- of its
valuation, and to issue bonds to
ingthe amount of *70,000 to Procure the
Mr. and Mrs. Walter French of Port- money for installing the ·Ιβιβ™·
land spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. evident that there was a strong sentimen t
G. D. Robertson.
«·" ■· *«
Mrs. Β. N. Chapman the past week reHall at the time for the
ceived a visit from her brother, Dr. Eli
and practically all remained till the close
Wight of Chicago.
of the two-hour session, which adjourn
Henry Chaplin and daughter, Mies
Ε. X. H-k.ll»»
Edith Chaplin, of Bridgton, have been
prompt about calling the meeHng c
guests at Dr. Littlefield s.
.t the hour named, 8 ο cioca.
Miss Marion Andrews of Portland has
Walter L. Gray was chosen moderator.
been the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Charles
The business of the
Edwards, for the past ten days.
2
tirelv on the water question, Articleι»,
the election of the moderator,
Adelbert Alden and daughter, Mrs. M.
w. Smart, of Woodfords, are guests at
Geo. R. Morton's for a few days.
the establishment
Mrs. H. C. Ripley and daughter of authorizing
I'awbueka, Okla. are here with Mrs.
Ripley's mother, Mrs. A. C. Hall.

Phyllis

y

vieiting

Mr. and Mr·. Albert D. Park were at
their camp at Shagg Pond over Sunday.

^

M

Municipal Water to be

Mrs.
Kffie Hardy returned to her
home in Haverhill, Mae·., Saturday.

ComirenctBK June 27. 19u».
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Brown-tail motbs have taken the towi
They do not intend to aligb
M costly M the one that Witbam made. by atorm.
Rawsoo scored Paris' first run in the any place with beautiful a bade tree*

Everything possible baa been done U
exterminate the pesta.,
Β. F. Smith and family returned iron
Capitol Island the first of the wee)
after a ten daya' outing. Mrs. Smitl
and daughters have been visiting at Au
gu*ta and Richmond for two months.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee M. Smith and chfl
ed. Paris scored again in the third, dren have been spending their vacatioi
Raweon again getting the run. He was of two weeka at their camp and farm it
of th<
passed to first, stole second, went to Oxford. They returned the last
third on Barrows' bit, T. Lowell laid week.
Capt. M. P. Stiles and family anc
down a bunt and Rawson soored on the
out at first. Paris' last run came in the David A. Jordan and wife went to Λ1
next inning. Titcomb led off with a bany for a short outing tbe first of thi
single and stole seoond, Stevens threw to week. constant draw on the lake ii
The
second to catch him napping, the ball
to make it· mark on thi
going into center field ana Titoomb commencing
supply held ii
reaching third, Shaw got a hit that body of water. The Penneaseewau*
Vorth Pond and Little
scored him.
consumer)
Norway's run came in the sixth, Kim- Lake is of great value to tbe
ball sent the ball into right fiild, Witb- of water.
Judge W. F. Jones was at Small Poim
am got to it but failed to bold it, Haskell sacrificed, Bickford hit safely to the last of tbe week with bis wife anc
tbesummei
right and Kimball scored from second children, who are spending
cottage.
Only one Norway man reached first at that place in acontest
for positions on
At tbe recent
after this, Thompson getting a hit after
two men were out in the ninth. He tried tbe state team for shooting tbe Norwaj
tbe
of
twelve places
four
to steal and found -Titcomb waiting for company won
bim with the ball, having received it on The first three officers, Captain, 1st and
21 Lieutenant and Sergt. Whitehead.
a perfect throw from Barrows.
Mr. Herbert F. Hall made bis relative:
Rawson bad seventeen put outs at
call tbe last of the
first, showing that Norway was unable and friends a short
He comes annually and bis manj
to hit the bail out of the diamoad many week.
times during the game. Partridge play- friends look forward to a most pleasant
ed a fine game at first for Norway, ac- visit.
Annie C. Bagley was tbe winner of the
cepting some very poor throws from his
best
team mates. S. Klain caught well after Boston Post's photograph prize for
Barker was hurt and although this acci- photo. It was published in the Sunday
dent may have handicapped the team, edition the first of July.
Ella Chandler has returned from s
there is little doubt but the result would
with friends in Auhave been about the same had be re- most pleasant visit
mained in the game, the Norway boys burn and Mechanic Falls.
Tbe officers of Pennesseewassee Lodge,
not being able 'to hit the ball safe
No. 18, K. of P., installed are:
enough to win the game.
C. C.—Harry Mann.
Harrison as umpire on balls and
V. C.—Harry Everett.
strikes and Cole on the bases both gave
Prelate—Jamee Usher.
excellent satisfaction. The score:
M.of W.-Geo. Wood.
M. of Α.—Hiram D. Llbby.
PABIS H. S.
I. G.—George Kcnaeraou.
E.
Α.
R. II.H. P.O.
A Β
O.G.—Frank Faunce.
0
0
1
17
8
î
RawMD, l b
the installation and the conferring
After
0
1
S
4
4
0
Barrows, c.
0
0 the third rank, refreshments were serv0
5
0
S
T. Lowell, ρ
0
1 ed and a social hour
1
0
0
4
Willi.im, r. f
enjoyed Thursday
0
4
4
112
Titcomb, 2-!»
11 evening.
10
4
0
Shaw, β. β
0
Work is progressing on tbe foundation
0
3
0
1
3
Cutting, 3-b
0 for the new
0
0
1
0
3
Raggett, c. f.
Orange Block on Whitman
0
0
0
2
0
3
E. Lowell, 1. f
Street.
Fred Hunt is with his family at tbe
2
6
27
17
3
31
Totals
north part-of the town. Mr. Hunt is a
first

inniog,

almost

unaided.

He hit

right field, stole seoond, went
to third on Barrow·1 out, took a long
lead off third and Barker threw to oatch
lowing this, much of it inform»), m to him, started for the plate and got there
made
of
the meaaurementa
the water
about the same time that Klein's return
last summer.
Mr. Wright stated in throw arrived, the ball got away from
answer to a question that he had never Barker in the mix-up and Raweon scor-

measured the flow of
Stony Brook.
There was a call for memoranda made
by S. P. Maxim, A. E. Shurtleff snd
others, bat the exact measurements
were not at band.
Finally, the motion to pass over the
article not having been seconded, A. E.
Shurtleff made a motion that the South
Paris Village Corporation establish a
municipal water system in accordance
with the provisions of the act. This
motion was carried on a show of hands,
none voting against it.
The second part of the article related
to the raising of money, and there was
considerable discussion over this. Mr.
Wright expressed the opinion that the
system could not be built for the limit
named in the act of ten per cent of the
valuation, or a little over $70,000. Mr.
Morton contended that it could. The
fact was considered at some length that
we know nothing about what the cost of
the Norway Water Co.'s property will
be, or whether it will be an amount that
will leave us inside the limit after bringing the water from the brooks to the vil-

if the lage.
see
was to
X. D. Bolster said that be was in favor
corporation would establish a municipal
water system, and raise money for it. of this water scheme if it could be done
patience was
When this article was taken up,
I reasonably. He thought
Hall promptly moved that it b ρ
perhaps needed, and inquired if there
had been any consideration of the possiMrs. Arthur E. Clark was called to
R. Morton immediately took ble demands for damages by the mill
Jsbun Falls Wednesday by the serious
liners of her brother, A. M. Gerry, I the door to speak upon tbe
ques- owners.
Mr. Morton replied that in his opinion
tion. He first took up the question om
ormerlv in business in South Paris.
the water supply in the two brooks from the damage to the mill owners, by the
Rev. Blanche Wright Morey occupied
amount of water we should use, taken
which it is proposed to 8UPPl*
he pulpit at the Universale church
from the stream several miles above the
on
F.
Next
Rev.
>gain
Sunday.
Sunday
mills, would be very slight.
r
Barton of Fairfield will preach there.
Ε. Π. Marshall moved that the rest of
the article be laid on the table, but the
Tuesday afternoon there will be a picMr. Chase, the engineers who had motion was not seconded. A. E. Shurtlic supper in the grove on Pine Street
leff moved that we raise a sum sufficient
»een employed by the water comm.t
or the special friends ^ schoolmates
if Mrs. Georgia Swift and Mrs. LilUel »nd added some statistics from his own to pay the expense of installing the system, not exceeding ten per cent of the
among th.»
Jipley.
I •hat on the day
previous to the meeting last valuation.
who
J S. Burbank and D. E. Dresser,
Mr. Morton said if we don't do this
had measured the flow at the c°Pora"
iave been at Shags Pond for about. two
low, we never shall do it.
on Cooper Spring Brook wd
aonths building camps for A. \N « alker
The question is, said W. J. Wheeler,
iccording to his calculations there was
ud Albert D. Park, returned home Sunrunning tbor. to lb. .mount io we want water, or don't we want
< lay.
water? Lisbon Falls wasn't afraid to
.f 300,000 gulioui per day.
Let
With regard to the quality
I rote for water last Saturday night.
M'sses Addie and Lottie Giles left!
for Old.Orchard where «rater furnished by the Norway water is not be afraid to vote for water.
morning
ionday
;
Mr. Shurtleff's motion was then carivstem he stated that Professor
α company with a cousin from \\ ater
ried by a t;ood vote, two hands being put
ille, they will spend a vacation of two 1> on took samples of the water from
jp in opposition.
^ reeks.
I
The rest of the evening's business was
of
School·
E.F.
ClaSuperintendent
ransacted more rapidly, and without
im attended the state meeting of school
nuch discussion.
In the matter of
,
^
uperintendents at Castine last week. , ue He then read a letter from I ro >onds, it was voted to issue $70,000 in 4
1rs. Clason and daughter meanwhile , e-isor Robinson
wishing success for the >er cent 5-20 coupon bonds, interest payieited her people at Lisbon.
ible semi-annually, $20,000 in $100 de11
îominations. $25,000 in $500 denominaabstract. ot
Oscar F. Bowker is building »
$1000 denominates, and $25,000 in
Nichols »orts which he had received from a num* ο the front of his house on
ions.
He has also put in a large plate I
■treet.
For a committee to have charge of the
window in the front and made
« la**
construction, W. J. Wheeler moved that
Itlier improvements about the house.
I
he old water committee be named
^
All who intend to buy course tickets ,
Arthur E. Forbes of th· committee asked
ι ο the Maine Festival, and would like to I
ο be excused, and George A. Briggs was
]
Paris crowd, will ,
1 it with the ·'South
>riftly urged the establishment of such mbstituted, the committee then atanddease send name and money to Mr·. I,
ng, George K. Morton, A. E. Shurtleff,
;ora Briggs, not later than Wednesday, I
Wright rose to ask Mr Charles W. Bowker, W. B. Young, John
he ^ 1st.
\. Scott, John J. Erneley and George A.
I Morton if any engineer had
Briggs.
The Bapiist* and Methodists of thel I tw of the brook ίο August οι 1*· >
Fora committee to have charge of laill age will un te for four Sunday· ml luring tb® drought. Sir
Mr. Wrlgbl a.k«l 'I
ming the boada, the following committ vuiuet each of the ministers taking aI tare bad not
;
N* D Bolster. J. H.
:»e was appointed:
klcrton had not himself oace ®**.
t
Bean, Walter L Gray. Alton C. Wheeler,
with that of thel tad... o( C.-01-r Spring Brook
ueanwbile uniting
J F. I'lummer, Frank A. Miurtien. \mi„und It but éOUO
ither church.
>
iam J. Wheeler, George Κ Morton
kfortoo s reply wa· tnat u>
The Women s Christian Temperance M remembered measuring during tDe
Tbe meeting adj turned about 10
| '•Ion will hold their annual
>'clock.
was akomt
IroBght
neet.og at the b,m· of Mr. W. k
In accordance witb the action of tbe
« (oper bpring Brook. and at all time,
ί 'lifford. Thursday afternoon. ^ ο cloc*, I
(here -a. from three to tJv. *>»··** meeting. tbe committee will proceed u
ul* Sid. A picnic ·αρι«·τ is the pro-1 wach
dowing »■ Slonj Brook as '» the toon m practicable according to the
ranime.
and It to hoped that
plan· prepared, lay a supply pipe from
aember will b· pr^ret.
ihe brook» ton point somewhere near
I
Wright then «id tbat
I-edge, build there a ooncre'e
,art of tbe year when there wa.
, Hooper's
Invasion
Moth
Ητο·*·Ιιί1
rhe
Brook «••noir, and brmc tbe water by a laru*
water 1. Coop*
In the meanΛ » th ug
we ho-t λ tl cbt οi br -«akea. Il· w a. at th. dam oace | nam to Market Square.
1 »ii moth· α «ttk ago >ub«Iay n>gb!. bat
ail the water .. «be lime negotiation· will be opened witb
the Norway Water Company /or the
he event proved ·« JkJe't keoe aiucb
ι- ...k «w running tbn.ugh a tbre«-ln<.k
Κ r * α κ in bet ? dav* loi ·
I ibo ν
μα ι* baae of U property in town. Tbia
bat Tkenda; οι be·' M>e
the corporation must purcbaae if tbe
, ii| «« saw lew t| tbem
Tke eagiœer» had ··
gbt they cum ι· lib· · sn w storm.
C*""» » lU* for the V»»- :ompaay deairee to Mil. Tbe company
ttaa already informally expressed itaelf
I rihti« ni'rsng tb· tlKtnc l»gb? ρ»·Ι«·
If an agreement on
Ι th· k«KMM Mtr th·
m willing to aelt.
ied tb· *«11«
1 i(fc(( «*tt (ut.-red ai····! »ut ul n(b<
II o- .ch a.
-a·, and i« «here w*a · price la u< ι reached within three month·,
«
t»
A· bel ·»· tin· >ke»r an* cermn .upp * be ·■ uldo
the matter may be referred to three oom
* mi, ·■· il-·'
h
.tcr «."heme for a momeot, miaai.'iiere to be appointed by Judge
""· *Al"
I iuw was tart»·»! >>· u> *mIi tb·· do»». jup»"·· .w.,
Γ
»t«r
Tbeir award will be binding ou
[νι<1·«( ly there to m dudfisf th· pMt
duin» believe there -a. water
savage
both the water ccmpany and the village
W· way npfft it to be <>· u* m
, tow
waa eniu.d.rable di.co-.oo fol
| all fore· uo(Ur seaeoa, and we ton
•jrpo ration.
( ialy do «bat eternal vigilance may acOrra A. Bum pus started Monday morn-1
where he spends a
ng for Onset, Mass
3art of every summer, and where Mrs.
Sumpue has been for some weeks.

safely

to

NORWAY H. S.
B.B. fO. A.
A.B. Κ
4
0
1
0
4
Κ lain, 3-b
2
112
4
Kimball, s.s
0
3
2
0
2
>-b
Kartell,
0
110
4
Bickford, r. f
0
1
2
0
3
Thompson, 1. f
0
0
0
0
3
Uary, c. f
0
0
12
0
3
Partridge, l b
0
0
1
0
1
Barker, c
1
0
2
2
0
S. Κ lain, c.
0
0
4
0
2
Stevens, ρ

F.
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fowlei- in
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Lowrll

Hasktll 2.

Stolen ba*e». Raweon >;

Tt'cwnh, Haskell. Klwt baae on balU, off Lowell,
i; off Steven*. 1. Struck out, by Lowell. 4; Ste
Lett on bases, Parla It. 8 S. Norway
vena, 4

Double play. A Klalo U> Haakell to
Partridge. First baae on error·. Parla H. 8.. S;
H
8-, S. Umpire·, Harrlaoo an·! Cole.
Norway
ooonr, amyer.
H.8

4.

After dinner the scheduled game between the minUtera and Sunday School
superintendents «m called. In this
game too loot substitutes were necea
**ry. but only a few of them re illy played ball according to any twentieth cm
tury standard. It ia aafe to gueaa that
(here «ere some aore muaclaa in this
vicinity the next day For th· ministars,
Kev. B. S Hideout of Norway threw
rainbow curiae aari Kev J SV Cbaabro
of South 1'aria caught moat of them
For tt>e superintendents. H. W Défini»<>n of .s iuth Pari» did quite a fair j >b
in the pitcher's boi, and Philip Kn* of
> uth Paria made good at the other end
of the battery
At the end of the th.rd
inning. with the score β to S in favor of
rbr superintendent*. it was decided tl.at
everybody Lad ha.i fun enough and the
game «as called
n-ored the errors.
thus:
sr

Fortunately

The teams

no one

ned up

raai * raxuiurr*

ιχ-DDikoa. p., κ·|.ιιχ
Κ lac, c., UnWeraaUst
KUla. 1 b Coairregailonai
Trufant i b Mettodtsi
Thayer, S b. Γ aire realist
Mann. m., t'altenalM.
Burk. r f.. Melhudtsl

Holler, c.f.
LlttlefieJI, I f., Baptist.

MUISTKa*.

Hideout. p., Congregational
Cbesbro. c.. KapiUt
Stone, l b., MethodistJostyn. 2 b Methodist.
Rail, 3 b., Universalis!.
Universalis!.
Ward.
Wentworth. r.f, Methodist.
McWhorter, 1.1, Congregational
McKenzIe, c f., Baptist.

Hair^ Tjtcomb,

Ph"let

»

Kidney trouble·, induce aleep, impart
•trength and appetite. Only 50c at P.

FRUIT JAR SALE

In 8outh Part·, July 8, to the wife of Henry 1
Nlskanen, a daughter.
In Ea*t 8weden, July 4, to the wife of W. L.
I
Marr, a son.
In Brownfleld, July β, to the wife of Wesley 1
Blake, a daughter.
In Brownfleld, July 9, to the wife of Κ. E.
Bennett, a non.
In Haverhill, Haas., July 10, to the wife of Or.
S. Harry Chaae, a son, Aboer Wilder.
In Norway, July IS, to the wife of John M.
Gagne, a daughter.
In Norway· July 9, to the wife of Philip De-

In Covington, Ky., July 7, by Ber. Dr. DavidMass
son, Mr. Carroll I. Hooper of Boston,
and Miss Stella B. Wllcox»on of Covington.
Mr.
Rev.
June
Ν
28,
by
Η.,
In Portsmouth,
Stanley, Mr. Robert Southgate Boyd of Portland
of Portsmouth, N.
and Miss Etta
H., both formerly of Andover.
In Bethel, July 10, by Rev. C. L. Baoghart,
Mr. Bupert Coffin and Miss Edith Farwell.

M.Campbell

Pints
First

In Pails, July 17, Miss Evangeline Smal'. aged
64 years, 7 month», 21 days.
In Bumford, July 11, Mrs. Polly, widow of
Harmon Eastman, ag*l (v'> years.
In Hartford, July 8, Orlgen Barker, aged 82
years.
In Oxford, July 12, Mrs. Elvira Foster.
In Waterford, June 28, Mrs. Tabltha G., wld
2
ow of Albion K. P. Kimball, aged 60 years,
1
months, 8 days.
In Brownfleld, July 11, John Phllbrlck.

Blueberries.
Season will open Monday,
Not as gooJ as usual.

J.

July

F. KING.

44

1.10

44

44

1.00

44

44

Jelly Tumblers 35 cts. per dozen.

N.

Dayton Bolster Co.,
MAINS

PARIS,

SOUTH

DUSTERS!

FEATHER
I have added to my stock
I

selling

am

a

a

line of Feather Dusters.

14 inch duster for 50 cents.
16 inch duster for 65 cents.
18 inch duster for 75 cents.

A nice selected 16 inch Columbia Duster for
keep the wool dusters for 35 and 50 cents.

Ol Main St..

I also

$1.25.

JAMES N. FAVOR,

Malno.

TVorwiiv.

Mark-Down Sale

July

Outing Suits,

Outing Pants and
Straw Hats.

Thi· it

opportunity

great

a

to »ave mone)

only

ALL NEW DESIRABLE GOODS,
ι

lot

1

lot

1

lot

ι

lot

D. M.

costs.

.85

"

per dozen.

of Men's

v.c -o>a. ro*.
Η. Ρ -V. A Biapr.
V II —G. A M ni m
M. of K.-M. L. Kimball.
C. of B-ti. L. Curt!·
K.dT E.-Carl W. Bojnton
8. H.-C. H. Veston.

Stuart of Bolster's Mills while
in town Tuesday lost a valuable borae.
The horse was taken sick and veterinariea were called, but could do little
for tbe animal.
Fred Ε Soi h of the Norway National
Bank, wbo baa been abaent from the
bank on account of sickness for some
days, is much improved, and will visit
his brother, Mark 1*. Smith, at Ymal
haven, be'ore be again resumes work.
Mr. and Mrs. V. M Whitman sang at
the Uoiveraalist church Sunday.
Carl Boyntoo, Mr and Mrs. Everett
Dickey and Mildred Taell of Dorchester,
Maea are eoj >ying an outing at Lake
Thompson this week.
Robert Millett and sons. Robert and
Donald, and sister, Mercy Millett, of
will spend their sumHanover, Mass
mer vacation witb their people in town.
Jea*e P. Edwards and Ransom D.
Gould are canvassing the town for tbe
sale of fruit trees and shrubs. They
both represent excellent firms and are
having first class success.
George Thompson is repairing his
boose on Maple Street.
Marion Haskell baa returned from a
very pieaaant visit with her uncle and
aunt at Bethel, Mr. and Mr·. Will Gary.
George Fogg waa before tbe Municipal
Court of Auburn Monday oo complaint
of Libby & Pettingill for driving a team
beyond tbe contract place. The complainants acknowledged aatisfaction and
the case was dismissed upon payment of

"

duality Warranted Jar Rubbers, 10 cts.

Died.

29

.90

"The Store That Saves You Money."

Married.

26.

44

$1.40 per doz.

Quarts

a ion.

In Bumford, July 9, to the wife of Charles
Moody, a daughter.
In Canton Point, July 7, to the wife of Bills
Delano, a eon
In Bumford, July 13, to the wife of Elliha
Stetson, a daughter.
In Bu.nford, July 14, to the wife of Oeorge H.
(<ocke. a «on.
In Bumford, July 9, to the wife of Ε. H. BesI
•ey, a daughter.
In Bumford, July 11, to the wife of Thomas 1
a
Mann,
daughter.

1.00

1-2 Pints
ECONOMY JARS—Half Gal.

Bora.

Coteau,

$1.26 per doz.

LIGHTNING JARS—Half Gal.
Quarts
Pints

A. Shurtleff à, Co.'·.

no-

nition he bas held for a long time. Hit
family reside here most of tbe time on a
farm.
Albert Hobbs of Frisco, Col., made
bis people a visit last week.
Harry Cbarlton of Berlin, Ν. Η was
arraigned in the Maoicipal Court charged witb intoxication, and upon pleiding
guilty was fined $5 and costs. In de
4
24
13
3
28
1
Totale
fault of payment was committed to Pari·
Score by Inning·.
jail for thirty days.
12343678 9-Total.
The officer* of Oxford Castle, No. 1,
0
0
0
x-3
0
0
1
1
1
Pari* H. 8.,
K. U. Ε are:
Norway H. 8.....0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 O—l
P. C.-rre.l Allen.
N' C.—H. A. Ao'teraon.
Earned run·. Paria II. a., 2. Sacrifice blu, T.
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

tbeae were kept going all day. Croquet
téta, quoit* »nd horseahoee helped in
the amuaement of both old and young,
;VBX A blUATIK βl'Ci'KM THAS ITS ind while the scheduled ball games of
the day were played on the lower dial-RoJKCTOK» HAD EXPECTED.
Mr« Α. Κ ('Mb brought iato tb· vil
mond by tbe grand stand, the upper diaweek eighteen t) iart·
•ne day last
mond was pretty conatantly kept warm
Considerable Interest was taken in the
.Wled 0e4d straw bwie·. a.l pick·»!
Certainly do one could b« disappoint- by acme of tbe "kida."
other athletic contests, a summary of
admitted
she
waa eaten by
a picnic dinner
noon
day. And though
At
success
at·
in
the
than
other
κ),
happily.
which, with the Sunday Schools reprei' another member uf tb· family helptending the tield day of the Sunday tbe people, in such shady places as they sented by the winners, is given below:
her pick them, it is asserted with
of the vicinity, which was held might select, and at the afternoon exerSchool·
:
p<Mitivene*s on tbe other h««l that
In :isea the South Paris Band, stationed in Potato race. 4 starters
it the fair grounds la·: Wednesday.
nick Lasselle, Norway Methodist. lit.
.■J. (.a·h herself pi«ked roost ol them.
all respec'· it surpassed anticipations, tbe judges1 stand, played a number of
Hiram Calef, Norway Methodist, 2d.
Howard Laeeelle, Norway Methodist, 3d.
«elections, adding to tbe enjoyment of
it id it wax especially notable, and should
Mine Evangeline Small. who fur years
her brother.
be considered especially profitable, by the day and rendering tbeir music in a Potato race for boys, 9 starters :
.« made her borne with
Harrv Twltchell, Oxford Advent, let.
reason of the interest it aroused in the manner highly creditable to a young
bn Small, died Saturday night at the
Wlnflel 1 Brook", South Parle Methodist, 2d.
witb a number of old players.
illness and
young people and the enjoyment it gave band, even
iee of V* yearn, after a long
Percy Twltchell, Oxford Advent. 3d.
The day's formal programme occupied
them throughout the day.
ioh suffering with cancer. The funeral
nut, 5 entries:
A great p»rt of the success of the ibout an hour, the speaking beginning Shot
•
be held at tbe bouse at V a. u. Turn
Dick Laeeelle. Norway Methodist, lit.
affair must be attributed to the work tome after 2 at tbe grand stand, where
Howard Laeeelle, Norway Methodist, 2d.
mil interment at Greenwood, tbe
Hiram Calef, Norway Methodist, 3 I.
The gen- tbe larger part of those in attendance
de- jaine.
put into it by its promoters
ο
ve town and former home of the
seated. Before tbe speaking be.«ed.
It's "up to us" now, to do the best we eral committee, composed of the pastors were
Hop, *ktp and Jump, 4 entries :
some
took
Stone
Howard Lasselle, Norwsy Methodist, 1st.
< an.
There can be little doubt that and superintendents of Paris and Nor- ;an, Photographer
Dick Laeeelle, Norway Methodist. 2d.
Le South Paris Band is coming on
with Dr Charles L Buck as chair- pictures of the assembly.
are off next fall, thouleaves
way,
the
«hen
Hlrstn
Calef, Norway Methodist, 3d.
enthusiasm
v.
There ia great
Verses of some familiar hymns were
man, and the various sub-committees,
uests of the cater·
winter
of
the
lands
makBase ball throw':
Pottle
offered
A.
W.
Rev.
and
:>g the members and they are
for
the
zeal
much
credit
to
are
entitled
jung,
be visible to those who look
Kenneth Wltham, South Parla Congregational,
With the aid of a >illars will
„* od progrès».
Dr. Buck, who acted as chair1 or them, and everything that can be and energy they put into the work, and prayer.
1st, 266 ft.
few pieces from outside, they did a
tirst
introduced
the
man
of
to
Willie McDanlele, Norway Baptist, 2d, 239 ft.
which
meeting,
attention
the
careful
in
they gave
any
lone to reduce the numbers,
South Paris Congregational,
Mr. Sherwood
Sherwood.
R.
0.
satisfactory job at the fair grounds
Rev.
a
thorough
detail,
insuring
preparaof
the
every
of growth
insect, helps
the boys around him, and led in
Wednesday on the occasion of the 1 ■tage
runcalled
the
smooth
and
for
tion
everything,
ittle.
4
:..iay School tield day, and our citiseveral parte of the day's three cheers for the ministers, the boys 100-vard daeh for boys, starter»
Every city and town in western Maine ning of the
B°Uter' 8oulh ParU Congregational,
·> are
and girls, and others interested in the
proud of theui.
vtier·· there are street lights seems to programme.
Merton Tower, Norway Baptist, 2d.
As in a way preliminary to the day, a field day, winding up with three for Dr.
It
same experience.
.erett D. Brown, who i» a teacher in
| lave had the
Russell Bethel, Norway Unlveraallet, 3d.
men's banquet was held on Tuesday Buck. He then told the story of the
\ Kico, is here to spend the summer j s tbi ught that the moths were brought
who was going to the missionary lOO.vard dash for men, 4 » tarter»:
ν
itii.η with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. j η by the strong south wind from the iu- evening at the vestry of the Baptist boy
Dick Lasselle, Norway Methodist, 1st.
and when asked why be was
s Brown.
Mr. Brown went to Porto ( estet districts away south of us. From church. Notwithstanding the excessive meeting,
Clyde Hebbard, South Pari· Baptist. 2d.
in it, replied, "I'll have you
Howard Lasselle, Norway Methodist, 3d.
fall of Κ»06, and has not , sel ish standpoint we certainly wish heat of the most uncomfortable day of interested
in the
of
tbe
concern."
the season, which had been only partly know that I'm a part
coming hey ad kept their moths at home.
e been off the island until
Bunnlng
hit;'» Jump:
to
of
bis
tbe
was
talk,
keynote
Francis Shaw, South Paris Congregational, 1st.
Ile will return in
tempered by a little cooler breeze, a This
•ue this summer.
Lewis A. Keen, South Paris Methodist,2d.
v
tinds
least one hundred and twen- make tbe boys and girls of tbe Sunday
of
at
he
which
work,
his
to
party
Fair
Grounds.
;itember
I hlllp King, South Pails Unlveraallst, 3d.
Impr ivement5 at the
told a
ty-five men of all ages and shades of re School a part of the concern. He
/cresting and enjoyable.
An addition is being made to the fair ligious belief gathered around the tables. number of stories to illustrate his pointa. Quarter mil·» run. 5 starter· :
Aaron Yeaton. Norway Methodist, 1st.
The Euterpean Club has issued its
W. W. Main spoke rather brieflygrounds from the land owned by the An excellent supper was served by the
Clyde Hebbard. Sjuth Paris Baptist, 2d.
gramme for tbe next season, cover- issoc ation. On the east side of the Ladies' Aid of the church, to which all many would bave liked to bear him
Howard Lasselle, Norway Methodist, 3d.
into
May
the time from October
longer—of the great constituency repre- Quarter mile run for boys, 8 starters:
;rou ds the fence is being moved back a did full justice.
tirst
the
on
held
are
•ne.
Meetings
For the after-dinner exercises, Chair- sented by the Sunday School workers
rew r ds, taking in about an acre of terHarolcl Merrill, South Paris Congregational,
tremendous opportunindav afternoon of each month. The
■itorj on the pine-covered bank along man Buck called upon Kev. T. N. Kew- present, and the
varied
is
a
Merton Tower, Norway Methodist, 3d.
season
this
for
for
work
have
of
gramme
doing
:be c. est of which the fence has formerly ley of the South Paris Methodist church ties which they
Cy' 800111 Part' Congregations,
including stady of a number of in- -un. The hay barn will be moved back to act as toastmaster. In his intro- Christ.
in
dual composers, Shakespeare
catttle
the
of
of
nto this part, and some
ductory remarks Mr. Kewley spoke
290-ν arda daah, 5 starters :
THK SP0BT8.
>ic. Euglish, Scotch, Irish and Welsh
ihedf will be moved, so as to give more the organized adult movement as having
Dick Lasselle, Norway Methodist, 1st.
: mil·, American composers, some light
contests
athletic
of
the
the
A
where
portion
pulling accomplished gréât things, and having
BrÛW·. South Parla Unlveraallst, 2d.
room in the area
J£·
S?m
miecellaneous proin
tbe
and
10
θ
King, South Parle Universalis!, 3d.
some
between
Philip
and
off
•ra. and
were
Other
and
pulled
changes
mate es are held.
opportunities.
great possibilities
: ■inioies.
Kev. B. S. Rideout of Norway spoke forenoon. At 10 o'clock the game was Running,|)TO id Jump for boys, 3 starters :
repai s are in progress in preparation
P*ris Congregational, let.
teams of
[or tl e annual fair, which is now only not at great length but earnestly, and called between the high school
™Î!llllepûolAU>r:8.ouÎÎ1
,t*v. A. T. McWhorter, the pastor of
MeDanlels, Norway Baptist, 2d.
JJ
Pari· and Norway, with euoh substitutes
the
South
of
off.
B.
Crockett
months
two
to
Deacon
George
tbour
Ballard
Norway
Ayer,
Baptist, 3d.
Congregational church, expects
In ddition to the improvements men- Paris Baptist church expressed his great a· it was necessary to put In. Score 3 to Half-mile run. 5 starters :
tt next Monday, tbe 26th, on a trip
of
Paris.
a new fence has been built interest in Sunday School work and his 1 in favor
Aaron Yeaton, Norway Methodist, 1st.
England and Ireland. He plans to tione above,
and the sense of its great importance.
Bussell Adams, Bryant'a Pond, 2d.
1 from Boston on the Ivernia on the trout d the track and the fences
PARIS H. 9. 3; NORWAY H. 8. 1.
Clarence
Wilson, Norway Methodist, 3d.
The
who
be
will
Rev. G. M. Park of Presque Isle,
painted.
-.ill for Liverpool. He will spend a new buildings
Tbe ball game between Paris High Half-mile run for boys, 9 starters:
been lias been for thirty years a worker in
time in England, and will then go ticke offices, which have heretofore
Harold Merrill, Sohth Paris Congregational,
will be moved Aroostook County, would have liked to and Norway. High in the forenoon was a
Ireland to spend a few weeks with insiri > the main building,
front of the building, so that talk about Aroostook, a subject of which clean, interesting and quickly played
Merlon Tower, Norway Baptist, 2d.
L
people, who live in the east of the to tl es will
Willie MeDanlels, Norway Baptist, 3d.
be purchased from the out- he was full, but there was not time for contest. By winning Paris made it
he has not seen for ticke
is and, and whom
and that. Nevertheless he did not omit to three out of four game· from Norway
Banning broad Jnmp, 4 starters :
The trip will probably side, ind the office of the secretary
twenty years.
withfirst
time
it
the
being
Dick Las-elle, Norway Methodist, 1st.
of treasurer will be enlarged.
give some comparisons and figures this season,
upy the time until tbe middle
KranclaSh iw,South Paria Congregational, 2d.
Th«· prospect is bright for a large ex which show the magnificence of that in the memory of the writer that these
Clarence W llaon, Norway Methodist, 3d.
September.
tbsn
more
ever
have
stock
two
teams
and
played
hibition this year of grange
region to many respects, and especially
The onlv thing
( Lose of us who have passed the hey- entrios as well as entries In all other with reference to the number of the two games in a season.
The banner was awarded to the Norday of our youth can remember the time class-s.
children coming np there, and the neces- to mar the pleasure of the game was the way Methodist Sunday School, wbiclf
* len
one of tbe plentiful products of
sity for more work and workers for injury which Barker of the Norway had a total of 46 points. The next-two,
the potato tield was potato balls. For
team received at the close of the sec >nd and the only one· having a large numParis Trust Co. their good.
Annual
Meeting
understood,
s une reason not universally
Rev. K. O. Sherwood of Attleboro, inning, by colliding with Partridge of ber of points, were the South Parla
Paris Trust
th·
of
annual
The
meeting
Tbe
went Congregational with 39, and the Norwsy
pot'ii* product has disappeared.
Mass., a prominent Sunday School work- the same team when they both
at the banking rooms
ta:··* blossom, but tbe blossoms do not Company was held
made a bright andyen- after a fly ball. Barker's wrist was Baptist with 21. A number of Individer of that state,
were
Directors
Tbe late L. K. Wednesday afternoon.
mature into seed-balls.
talk, illustrated by numerous sprained, and although he tried to re- ual prizes, consisting mainly of Jackfollows: Geo. R. Morton, Wil- tertaining
•Vone, who worked for a number of elected aa
with a serious note regarding main in the game he was unable to do knives, were awarded in the several
stories,
N.
wood,
At
M.
varie- liam J Wheeler, George
years originating and developing
the importance of the work at its olose. so. He was obliged to carry his arm in events.
C. Wheeler, LnThere were two slight accidents durties of potatoes, bad to send to a distant Dayton Bolster, Alton
The last speaker of the evening was a sling for several days after the acciJohn
K.
Newell,
Sumner
C
Bate·,
Κ- B. Dean baa now cius
«ta'e for bis seed.
ing the day. At the shot put in the
W. W. Main of Boston, secretary of the dent.
Frank
W.
Jr.,
Cole,
Robinson,
all
the
B.
was
able
to
use
George
Neither team
made a discovery. Ia his potato patch
morning, the crowd was gathered danMassachusetts Baptist Sunday School
A. Sburtleff, William P. Potter, Winlield
■a Western Avenue are at least two oldAssociation, a Sunday School worker of regular players, Paris having T. Lowell, gerously close, when the shot slipped
Heidaer.
A.
Frederick
the
S.
in
Curbat
Starbird,
the
Shaw
and
Titcomb
from the hand ef the contestant, and in
pl^Mcf
fanhiuned potato balls, small,
wide reputation. Mr. Main spoke very
Th-3 executive committee consista of
r^al article.
of the opportuni- tis, Dunham and Easson, while Norway coining down struck Ployd Haskell, a
earnestly,
particularly
Geo. R. Mortoi, William J. Wheeler,
of federated work for men and its had Bickford and Thompson Instead of Norway boy, a glanoing blow on the
The dryoeea ol tb· surface of the Georg· 11. Atwood. X. Dayton Bolater, ties
not back of the bead. He was unconscious
value,
illustrating bis talk with a num- Stanley and Frost. The ohanges did
too
rather
was
becoming
Starbird.
which
S.
Winfleld
earth,
Frank A. Shnrtleff.
and they were for a short time, and had a big lamp on
ber of incident· of the work done which affeot tbe teams greatly
choaen
were
officer·
intense, was relieved Friday afternoon
by
The following
The best his head, bat there were no serions conas closely matched as-jover.
bad come under his own observation.
by a goid shower with a moderate rain- the blrectors:
thing about tbe game from Paris' stand- séquences.
fall, and by a heavier shower in tbe
Mortoa.
K.
THE FIELD DAT.
Pr*»l<tent—Geo
The other accident occurred daring
point was the pitching of "Todd" LowVice President—JttBa B. Robinson.
evening. Though In some neighboring
the first time he has pitched the ball game, as related above.
Decidedly warm and summer-like, but ell, it being
Secretary aad I lerk— Alton C. Wheeler.
places the rain seems to have come at a
it
and
cerfor
the
a
high school,
game
Treasurer—Ueo C. Fernakl.
witb a good clear air and a pleasant sky,
somewhat ov«r-ep«edy rata, here it was
looka as if he would develop into
Wednesday was a good day for the field tainly
Thirty-Second Maine Rennlon.
j'ist about right to put the eartb in good
the school ever
tbe
best
of
one
to
the
fair
pitchers
led
A Nota of Thanks.
day exercises. AU roads
condition. Non· of tha lightning waa
three
held
to
scatterHe
had.
The
the
honr
Norway
an
and at
Thirty-second Maine Regiment
people
early
near enough to cause serlbus alarm, but
To the many friends on Paris Hill and grounds,
ed hits, bad good oontrol and pitched in Association will bold ita annual reaoioo
rich- began assembling. Children naturally
one stroke got in its work oo the wires. else* here, who bave given to u· so
and there was a swarm of a way that showed that he realised there at Peak's Island, on Tboraday, July 20,
L>uring tbe afternoon shower it burned ly of their deep sympathie· and love in predominated,
but there were nevertheless * were eight other men on the team and it with headquarters at the Peak's Island
out the box on tbe pol· near the east word and deed, ministering to us so them,
number of adults. Several people was not necessary for him to play the House. Lunch of steamed clams, coffee
end of Gothic Street, where the single bountifully in the last days of a life to large
crowd at its whole game. Norway could not have and crackers will be served oa arrival at
cable.
flowers most beau- estimated the size of the
the
tb·
with
for
most
wires
connect
as
dear;
telephone
at 1500, and this estimate is scored but for Wltham'a error in the the island, and dinner at 1 p. m. The
The box blazed up and was practically tiful, for the love most cherished; to all largest
date of the reunion is put rather earlier
doubtless conservative. Thirty Sunday sixth inning.
destroyed, a stream from a garden ho·· we tender sincere and grateful thanks
Stevens waa in the box for Norway than usual to accommodate some of the
flea School· were represented.
bebeing played on It some time before it "till the day breaks and the shadows
the
fourth
and
also-did
well,
Inning
boys who would be out of tb· state in
In the pine· on the Mat aide of the
was pat out.
A portion of the exchange away."
and ing the only one in whioh Pari* made August.
had
been
np,
pat
swings
Hill.
F.
grounds
wbil·.
G.
W.
a
was put out of commission for
Rby. axo Mb».
Tb· lew*·· moths, which cuBltitBU
1'iit· β larft p»rtitin of tb# rt gbt, are
Our party, look
, ι·1» laying their egg»
ng over oB SaaJtjf a little bunch of til
1 eea or twenty young fruit trees just
1 tmrted m
grow, lound o< >t less than »
Ιυϊ ·ο eiu»ter* >1 eggs. They ««rem to
] »α*β α ιμκΜΐ IoutiDrw lor pear tree·,
»ut have been louad here on pear, apple
1 ind maple trees, and one clu»ter «u
>teo found oo the truak of β maple, debited on the bark.
The egg* are deposited oo the under
cluster generally
, ude of α leaf, in β
A sort
, bout the *ize of β Urge bean.
yf tibrous brown material cover· the
•Kg», making the cluster look much as if
he moth bad sloughed off entire the
tad of her body bearing the golaeo| >: <>Wfe hairs which give the pest its

SEES MOTHER GROW TOUNG.
"It would be bard to ovefreiato-Hbe
wonderful change In ay mother since
•he began to uae Electric Bitter·," writ··
Mr·. W. L. G Hp*trick of Danfortb, Me.
"Although past 70 abe wemi really to be
growing young again. She auffered untold misery from dyapepeia for 20 year·,
▲t laat ahe could neither eat, drink nor
aleep. Doctor· gave her up and all rem·
ediea failed till Electric Bitter· worked
auch wonder· for ber health." Tbey invigorate all vital organ·, eure Liver and

NORWAY.

two hit». Although the team behind
him li charged with foor errors, ▲.
Klein getting three of them on poor
throw· to first, all tbeee errors were not

$8.00

AThoughtful Man
i· careful of the little detail·. If he
wouM write beautiful sentiments he

writing piper in keeping with
them, knowing that if penned on a
cheap, svoddy paper they would lose
use· a

The

thoughtful

thoughtful

man,

woman, almost

choose

or

Outing Suit»,.... 4.75
$6.75
Suit»,
5 00
$3.50 Outing

$3.50 Outing

i.00

quality

and its sty le, both

of piper and

as

to cut

is

envelopes

Highland

$i.co

Straps,

75
37
19
37
19

F. PLUMMER,

J.

:urn Leber,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone 106-3.

and tint

absolutely

correct.

Linen is made

well known firm of

Split
Split Straws,
Split Straws,
Split Straws,
Sennet and

.50
.25
.50 Crash Huts,
.25 Crash Hats,

•

invariably

particular correspondence,

that its

Pant»,.··.·
2.50
Outing Pant»,.... 2.00

lot $VOO *nd $.· 75

$1.50

the

is par exfinish is
fabric
beautiful
its
cellence,
and
the eye,
to
the
both
pen
pleasing

knowing

675

Suit»

ami $6.00

Hats Marked Down.

HIGHLAND LINEN
for their

tize gone.

lime

All Our Straw and Crash

much of their power and effectiveness

are

$8.50 Outing Suit»,....$5 75

$9 OD Outing

t lot
1

and

these

a·

by

the

Soda, Ice Cream, College

Judge Morrill N. Packard of Baltimore, Md.. made his Norway friends a
visit recently. Judge Packard comes to
Norway every summer to see his old in the beautiful Berkshire Hills of
home and friends.
Massachusetts, where for over a cenMrs. Sadie Connor of Lynn, Mass., is
We especially wish to say that everything in connection
the guest of her mother, Mrs. James tury the best papers have been made.
Smith, on Deering Street.
No belter paper can be obtained at with our Soda Department is the best money can buy.

Eaton, Crane & Pike,

Rev. and Mrs. M. C. Ward will pass
their vacation at Maplecroft, tbe home- the price.
stead of Mre. Ward's parents at Buxton.
We sell
Prof. John S. French and family of
Providence, R. I., are tbe guests of his per box.
nister, Mrs. Frank P. Stone. Prof.
French is at the bead of a boys' school.

Highland

Linen for 25c.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

For Sale.
Household goods.

Carpets

and

Chamber Sets, &c.
MRS. A. C. HALL.

July

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

29-30

30, 1909.

NOTICE.

Rrownficld, Maine, Jane 29th, 190λ
My wife, Hetty M. French, lue left my bed
and board without cause, and all persons are
forbidden to trust her or give her credit on my
accountDANIEL T. FRENCH.

keep it where it will be ready reference
when you wish to send away money.

and

Tit wen muftis' msoMioi
mug Mis
the American

New York with

^d

and over,

resources

the

are

CHEAPEST way
COMPARE

"

î? I S Si
U 22
00 to S 60.00

,î

.00 to Ι 73.00
S
$75 00 to 9100.00

10 cent*
15 cenu
20 cent*

ν

of

Co. of

Surety
$^,250,000.00
and

send money.

JPor fl»]e toy the

Paris Trust
«t

Co.,

P. A. Shurtleff & Go.'s,
SOUTH

PARIS,

If your soda

ice cream is not right tell
it is right tell others.

or

If

us.

L. P. COOK, South Paris, Me.
at this season of the year when there are so many little
things we have you need to make you comfortable.

the

July

year

and

Don't

have become the play months of
there is always something needed in

August

and

vacation

FURNISHINGS before going away

or
or

visit.

Spoil

by trying

the Vacation

to save a few cents

getting along

or

Visit

without

Comfortable Underwear, Shirts, Hosiery, Hats,

Light Trousers, Suits.

POST OFFICE AND EXPRESS
MONEY ORDERS COST
S cent*
From $ υ.ηΐ to $
» 3SiSo
5 cenU
I 2.51 to $ 5.00
8 cenu
$ 5.01 to $ 10.00
10 cenU
910.01 to $ 20.00
12 cenu
$20.01 to $ 30.00
15 cenU
$90.01 to $ 40.00
18 cenU
$40.01 to $ 50X0
20 cenU
.01 to $ 60.00
25oenU
i.01 to $ 75.00
30 c«nu
75.01 to $100 00

and «1·ο

WE INVITE INSPECTION.

on a

COST BÈLOW:

BANK MONEY ORDERS COST
3 cent*
From 1 e«ot to $ 2»

Drinks.

We use only Pure Granulated Sugar, Pure Water, and
Choice Fruits in the manufacture of our Syrups. No artificial
flavors used.

CLOTHING

BEST, SAFEST
to

Fancy

Don't Forget the Blue Stores

CUT THIS OUT

guaranteed by

Ices and

MAINE.

You all know how it just spoils everything to not be
properly and comfortably dressed.

SEE US.--WILL FIX YOU FOR ANY OCCASION.

F. H. NOYES GO.
Norway

Soutb. Parie

SCREEN YOUR WINDOWS
The Best
ft

Thing Yet Out Is

The "Peerless" Adjustable Window Screen
BECAUSE

EVANGELINE $3. NEW CENTURY
$2.50, PRINCESS LOUISE $2.
These three lines of shoes for Ladies, which we
carry in both Boots and Oxfords, all styles and
all kinds of stock, are made in Poitlana by A.
H. Bt rry Suoe Co. and we want to say that it
is not possible to make better goods for the

price. They

fit

We carry a
fit all kinds of feet.

latest

and the styles are the
full line of them and can

perfectly

It is made to fit'all stock size windows.
Fits the window casing without attachments.
Can be raised at will, and will "stay put"
Can be put in or taken out instantly.
Needs no tools whatever, and
Is absolutely fly-tight
In ordering,

>

simply give number
and size of

one

of

lights

light.

in

a

window,

Barbed Wire, Nails, Garden Toole, Paints, Oils
Hardware of Every Description.

South Paris.
Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO., J. P. RICHARDSON,
OASTORIA
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

Ik· KM Ym Han Ajvays iNfht

«

TTie Land of

Protect Yourself

Puzzledom.

Against sudden attacks of constipation, indigestion, sick headache, biliousness, torpid liver, by always keeping on hand the
An occasional dose safeailments most common
For nearly sixty
to men, women and children.
years they have stood for health and happiness
in thousands of homes. JJ cents a bottle.

"L F." Atwood's Bitters.
guards the system against the

true

LsTdo

you want good paint

No. 551.—Charade.

PORTLAND,'

^

ME.

si.

/V

Born in the north when winter rage·,
My first the summer heat aaauagea.
It my eecond you be.
For the doctor you send,
And my third you remain
Till the trouble shall end.
When summer's near gone.
Of my second and third
The sound In the grain field
Is frequently heard.

My whole while growing day by day
Forever downward takes Its way.

Finest Location and

Largest Attendance.

Largest Faculty.

Equipment.

FALL TERM OPENS SEPT. 7. 1909.

Allow us to arrange a course for you and after graduation place you in a
tion. Out of Thr«>e Hundred and Kighty calls for help the past year we could
supply 174. The UX)9 Catalogues are now ready. Send for one. Âddreee

No. 552.—A Full Meal.
A hobo called at my house yesterday.
"Say, lady," he b«gau, "I'm in the ····.
Haven't had a bite to eat since day
before yesterday aud ······ it all I'm

ροβίonly hungry!

BLISS BUSINESS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

-:3T

The Oil Stove With
a CABINET TOP
The New Perfection Wick Blue
Flame Oil Cook-Stove differs
from all other oil stoves.—It has
Thie
a CABINET TOP.
means you can keep dishes and

Cau't you ····· me to a
♦··· of
your
square uienlï I'll make
wood pile afterward." Seeing that be
was a well ····· man who had fallen
into evil ways, I asked him in to ···.
As he stepped inside his foot went
······ jnto a boj 0f fjre ······*· autj
he rau ··· into the table, making
"printer's ···" of the dishes. His
cheeks grew red as ········, while be
But 1
murmured. "Well, I'm ····!"
········
lu,"
concluded to forgive this
ou condition that he cut up all the

wood.

No. 553.—Electric Light Puzzle.

utensils within easy reach while

cooking, and can kup food hot
afttr removing itfrom the blazt.
From its wonderful burners
holding towels the

to

its racks for

NEW PERFECTION

Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove

is without equal. Its principle of concentrated heat means that the work
can be done quickly and without the kitchen being heated to an unbearable
degree. Can be lighted instantly and turned "high," "low" or
"medium" at will. Three sizes. With or without Cabinet
Top. At your dealer's, or write our nearest agency.

R&\fO Lamp
Τ

The

ίοη,Μ
lamp

* "ear

perfec-

tion as it's pojGives a clear,
eible to get.
bright light that reaches the farthest corner of a good-sized
brass ;
living-room. Well made throughout of nickeled
perfectly safe and very ornamental If not with your
dealer, write our nearest agency.

No. 554.—Hidden Citi··.
Ethel." said Johuny, "you
must full down when 1 say 'Bang!' or
how will 1 know It Is my turn?"
We'll get wet without an
"Hello!

When in want of

anything

MIND!

1X1

Keep

iu our lines give

us a

call.

WE SELL

WK CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders1 Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails, |
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Faints,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,

Wagon Paints,

Our

Paroid

paiuts include Impervious,

Roofing—The best

Linseed Oil,

Floor Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

of all

try imitations.

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Liquid Filler,

Heath Λ

roofings.

1

Brashes.

and Sherwin-Williams.

Milligan,

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
Wheelbarrows- We bave

Telephones

a

and Electrical

few first class wheelbarrows.

Supplies—We sell

best for automobiles and

Call and see them.

"Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South

PORTLAND
on a

ÛXoiMlCt&IÎNlb

means that it contains the only hydraulic
the world made by EXACT scientific methods.

bag of cement,

ccment in

umbrella." said father.

"Oh!" suid Miss Maria. "She's taken
three children to support! Land knows
where she got the courage."
"That does not seem very new. Have
uot you something more up to date?"

EDISON
Portland Cement

tewflctted. Addree·: ïdttor HOMBUIBU'
Coldwi, Oxford Democrat, South Parte, Me.

Catering With

a

when the beef was first cut up, and if it
is too freshly killed to be tender it is
eaay to have it kept in the ice house, if
If
he has one, till it is old enough.
there is no Ice house, then it mnst be
imit
is
for
few
cooked within a
days,
possible to keep it in a refrigerator. But
if one has a small ice house on one's own
ground·, it may be put in that for three
days and, so made more tender.
The second day the roast may be
treated in a new way. Trim it evenly,
and put it into a deep aaucepan with a
cup of gravy or stock, and a bunch of
vegetables tied together, in order that
later they may be removed easily. Cover
and aimmer for an hour, turning the
Then add what
meat occasionally.
call an agra-dolce sauce—that
is, a sour-sweet sauce. Mix two heaping tablespoonfuls of brown sugar, one
cup of vinegar, half a cup of sultana
raisins, and a small cup of shredded or
chopped almonds; if you choose you
may also add a little grated chocolate
and some candied orange peel, as Italians do, but most Americans prefer it
without these last. Prepare this all in
advance, and let it stand two hours together, stirring it once in a while. Pour
it all over the meat and simmer ten
minutes. In serving put the meat on a
hot dish and pile the nuts and raisins on
top and turn the liquid sauce over ail.
An ordinary pot roasr, the solid part of
t'ae round, is to be treated exactly in
this way after cooking it till tender.
As to country steaks, one of the great
troubles in ueing them is that they are
invariably cut too thin. Ineiet on having them thick—two inohes at the very
least—and try and get the butcher to
hang them several days. The porterhouse is the beat cut, or the same piece
without the tenderloin; this latter is
called the club, or Delmonico, steak.
Let this lie fora day or more in the mixed oil, vinegar and salt, and it will grow
tender and may be broiled to a perfect
condition. If one cannot get these best
cuts, then the next best way to manage
is to take any steak obtainable, only cut
as thick as possible, and marinate it ae
before; put it into a very hot, dry frying-pan, and cook it quickly, turning it
Put on a hot dish, and set in the
once.
oven under a cover and make a brown
gravy in the pan; have ready some cooked vegetables, and arrange these around
the steak in alternating piles; peas, potato balls, browned, and diced carrots
are a good combination.
Or, have sliced
Pour the
and fried tomatoea ready.
brown gravy on the meat, and put the
vegetables on last with parsley.
Beef stew can always be made tender
and good, provided it is cooked very
slowly for a long time—perhaps half a
day or even more; it is the slow covered
cooking which makes it tender; minced
vegetables may be put in when it is nearly done; two tablespoonfuls of cooked
and strained tomato, a few peas, some
diced carrots, and a half teaspoonfui of
minced onion are good with this meat.
Mutton, like beef, is too apt to be
tough, stringy, and miserably poor; yet
there is a really delicious way of cooking
it which makes it perfect. Get a leg of
or old lamb and roast it till it is
half done, keeping it covered to prevent
the juices from escaping; then slice it in
even, thick pieces, and put them in the
frying pan and slowly cook them till

foreigners

P1"]4?0

they are brown; or broil them over the
coals
Have ready some small bananas

rolled in sifted crumbs, then in half·
beaten egg yolk, then in crumbs again,
and left till the covering is well dried;
fry these two at a time in a wire basket
and put them on the dish with the mutton, with parsley all around.
said Mrs. Jones to the clerk.
Left-over mutton or lamb makes an
excellent dish for luncheon or dinner.
No. 555.—Decapitation.
Cut the meat up into small even pieces,
When you mention the sweet Irish singer and put into a mold with layers of cookI think of the headsman's hard knocks. ed
peas; If you have any clear stock beat
Behead him but twice and you'll find In a
thl·, or make any aspic jelly with districe
solved beef extract; add a heaping tableHie gold has returned to the rocks.
spoonful of gelatine melted in cold
water to a quart of the hot strained
No. 556.—Homonym.
stock, and pour slowly over the meal ;
Poor old bachelor so grouchy!
set on ice till tirm, and serve with devilYou who scorn and flout him,
ed eggs on lettuoe. The stock or aspic
Don't you know that you should pity
used in making this dish should not be
And not laugh about him?
Can't you guess that In his youth
brown, but nearly clear. Those who
Some tickle maid some day
ike mint sauce with the meat may add a
Laid her plans and set her snares
little bruised mint, sugar, and vinegar
To one his heart away?
to the aspic.
One of the things which even a counThen, when she got his dough,
try market cannot injure is tongue; a
How she threw him over!
fresh one gently cooked in a covered
Think of being rudely thrust
From love's sweet fields of clover!

Can you blam· him now that he
Surly goes all day?
His one defense against the maids
To two his heart alway.

Key to Puzzledom.
No. 542.—Charades: 1. Tar, Paul, Inn
—tarpaulin. 2. Pen, man, ship—pen-

Parle.

the trade-mark

square» eau be counted upon this electric sign, and the puzzling question to
What Is the least number
answer Is:
of lights that can be extinguished so
that no perfect squares shall remain7—

"Now,

Incorporated

PLEASE

Eighteen squares of different sizes
(four corner lights constituting «

Washington Star.

Standard Oil Company

OorreepoBdenoe on topic· of Interest to the ladle·

manship.
No. 543.—Transpositions : Ocean, canoe; words, sword; cork, rock; huts,
shut; manor, Roman; organ, groan;
printer, reprint; Mabel, blame.

No. 544.—Presidential Proverbe: 1.
Lincoln. 2. Hayes. 3. Grant. 4. Adams.
5. Arthur, β. Monroe. 7. Tyler.
8. Taylor. 9. Pierce.
No. 545.—Pictorial Fish Puzzle: Base,
pickerel, trout, cod, carp, minnow.
No. 546.—Anagram: Discomfiture.
No. 547.—Problem: The number 32.
No. 548.—Square word:
RASCAL
A

L

C

Ο

V

Β

Β

C

A

L

1

a

COLONS

Raw materials tested automatically for cementing properties every
as they come from crushers—mixture proportioned on these
tests to make every pound always the same strength—burned in long
kilns at uniform temperature, so never over or
underbumed—then powdered

minute

A

V

»

3»

ϋ

«

l

■

■

β

a

i*

Flour

sauce

,Îh·

South Paris,

f

Large

out,

hnll flUker

ΓΛ

ij?

Ιΐ!η!ί*ϊ.
in!». \

Organs.

$15

Nice instruments.

Square pianos for

$135
$175·
piano·
$15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and I

other musical merchandise. Write for
good trade in musical instruments.

a

W. J.
TFimin
util 3

catalog

of

playerpianos.

Better Yet.

says the lady with tbe
of artificial puffs. "Just
listen to tbie crazy stuff in tbe woman's
department of this magazine: "Toretain your husband's interest in you remember tbe little traits and ways and
mannerisms that won his affections. Be
"
coy, be vivacious. Flirt with him.'
"Well," responds the lady with tbe
shiny nose, "that seeme to me to be
good advice."
"Humph! To retain your husband's
interest in you, flirt with somebody
else's husband, my dear."

"Humphl"
extra supply

Vox
"Where do you

boy?"

Populi.
get your

papers, little

"I buy 'em from Jimmy Wilson."
"And who ie Jimmy Wilson?"
"He's a newsboy—be buys 'em at the
newspaper office."
"How much do you pay him for
them?"
"Two cents."
"But you don't make anything at
that."

"Nope."
"Then why do you sell them?"
"Ob, just to get to holler."—Harper's
Weekly.

Many people with chronic throat and
luog trouble have found comfort and relief in Foley's Hooey and Tar as it cures
stubborn congbs after other treatment
has failed. L. M. Ruggles, Heasoner,
Iowa, writes: "The doctors oaid I had

consumption, and I got no better until I
took Foley's Honey and Tar. It stopped tbe hemorrhages and pain in my
lungs and they are now as sound as a
bullet."

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

you tremble so
when I first kissed you, dear? Was it a
new sensation?
Imogen—Er—yes. All of the others
had been clean shaven.

Clarence—Why did

right thing
Get Ely's

if you have Nasal
Balm at
Cream
Don't touch tbe catarrh powders
once.
and snuffs, for they contain cocaine.
Ely's Cream Balm releases tbe secretions that Inflame the nasal passages
and tbe throat, whereas medicines made
with morcnry merely dry up the secretions and leave you no better than you
In a word, Ely's Cream Halm is a
were.
real remedy, not a delusion. All druggists, 50 cents, or mailed by Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York.
Do tbe

Catarrh.

Mrs.

salad."

Youngwife—"I

want

some

How
Salesman—"Yes'm.
many
heads?"
Mrs.
Youngwife—Ob, gracious, I
thought you took tbe heads off. I just
want plain chicken salad."

the clonics w«·ι· !
form f».:
t
Th<
deft· it ·: e.
was nut tail.
ma

CALPINQ

knife,

massacre

played a

tomahawk

aud

far larger part lu
the Revolutionary war than Is
generally known.
While historians
devote

many
pages to the brilliant battles and
maneuvers of our

eight year straggle for freedom,
the

equally

Im-

portant aud far
more tragic story

of the Indian and
Tory raids Is often

dismissed

with a few brief
paragraphs. Mauy Americans sided
with England in the wars. Foremost
umong the Tories were John Johneon and the two Butlers, In the Mohawk valley. New York. The former
was the eldest son of Sir William
Johnson, who fought so bravely for
England In the French and Indian
wars and who had so strong an influWhen
ence over the Iroquois tribes.
the IP' volution was at hand the New
York Tories hit ou a plan of turning
loose the Iroquois against the patriots,
as the French had once turned the Canadian Indians against the English.
Sir William Johnson opposed this barbarous scheme and wished to keep the
Iroquois neutral. But before hp could
use iiis influence In behalf of peace the

old general died, aud his place was
taken by his son. Sir John Johnson.
Sir John, aided by John Butler and
the latter'» son, Walter, stirred up tho
Indians against the rebelling colonists,
and once more the warwhoop was
heard throughout the once peaceful
valleys. What was worse, many To-

ries put on war paint and, disguised as
Indians, led the massacres agaiust
Young Walter
their fellow colonists.
Butler, who was more devil thau man,
led the bloodiest of these raids and
perpetrated crimes at which even the
He
Iroijuols braves shrank aghast.
was captured as a spy aud would have
been hanged but for the French GenAs it
eral Lafayette's Intervention.
he escaped and proceeded to
was.
Ills humiliation.
Johnson and the Butlers Invaded
Pennsylvania with their horde of Tories aud savages, accompanied by the
famous Mohawk chief Brant. The
ι venge

-•rescent

shaped Wyoming valley,

and in· was quite
■le::di r. hut III
vcn

eyes were
glial ρ and bright
FLAG.
HATTLESNAKK
r „j
| (.
forceful way with him that showed h.
could do all lie undertook to do u

Ills name w.
matter what It was
John Paul Jones, he said, and ho li
walked all the way from Frederick.·
burg, Va., to Philadelphia. lie wa.
very poor In purse then. but exceed
ingly rich in courage and military

genius.
Congress commissioned him

as firs;
lieutenant of the first war vessel evei
fitted out in the infant nation. It wa.·
Alfred and had been
iiamed the
changed from a merchant ship to a
man-of-war. The commander of tinAlfred was a Couimodcre Hopkins
whose seauianiike ability Jones liad :·
hearty contempt for. I.i. u'.onant .lone
with liis own hands raised over th<
ship the first independent naval ensign
It was the so
ever used in America.
In the con
«•ailed "rattlesnake Hag."
ter of a piece of yellow silk tlie size
and shu|K> of the present American
flag was the picture of a rattlesnake
colled ready to strike, and underneath
it the motto, "Don't Tread on Me."
It Is odd, too, that when the stars
and stripes were afterward adopted
as our national emblem John Paul
Jones was the first man to float the

Β

for young
and old—In use 68
years. It's the best
intestinal antisepRetic known.
lieves Indigestion,
Sour Stomach, Biliousness and Conworms.

as

pi tes were
opened the Indians a η d disguised Τ ο r i e s
a η d
rushed in
murdered

ever,*
one
they could
tliul. Mothers and
I» a b I e s \v ere
INDIAN M AbfcACKK.
like
slaughtered
sheep .Men were put to death by unspeakably horrible tortures. The affair arouse·! so much censure, even
among the English, that Johnson and
the Butlers nave out a report that the
Indians had broken away from their

white master's control.
IIow little truth this statement contained was proved not long afterward
when Walter Butler and Ills IndianTory followers attacked Cherry valleyfort. In Otsego county. Ν. Y. The
village surrounding the fort was
burned, the 111 defended fort itself

taken and Its garrison captured or
killed. Brant and his Mohawks are
said to have refused to do more than
merely storm the defenses. But Walter Butler, his Tories and a handful of
drunken savages murdered outright or
tortured to death thirty-two peaceable
settlers (most of them women and
children» an;l sixteen soldiers. Forty
prisoners were taken, many of whom

^

>)a«ht

THE

LATEST

x

Delay in commencing treatment for a
alight Irregularity that could have been
cured quickly by Foley's Kidney RSnsedy

may result in a serions kldnev disease.
Foley's Kidney Remedy builds up tbe
won ont tissues and strengthens these
organs. F. A. Sburtleff & Co.
THE

END.

"Young Benedict was seen dining at
the olnb again the other day."
"Does that mean the honeymoon is

à
Small flab caught le a little pond or over?"
"Ton jiAed de chnroh, en you got ter atream are beat
"No. Simply that hia wife has been
fried and" aerved 0»
off yo' liquor now."
watercress; little perch are especially cooking things."
"I know it; but I'm living in hopee dat
good prepared In this way and served
a rattlesnake'11 bite me!".
with sauoe tartare In lemon' cups
or
*
Pelay in taking Foley's Kidney
Remedy if you have backache, kidney or
green peppers.
Are you tortured to death dally with
When-no freah flab at all is obtainable bladder trouble/fastens the disease upon
Eczema? why suffer when Bloodine oanned salmon maybe used to advan- yon and makes a care more difficult,
mmence
Ointment will give you Instant relief and tage, creamed, or oold aerved piled on
taking Foley's Kidney
medy to-day and yon will soon be
permanently cure yon. 50o. a box, mail· lettnee la a oone with mayonnaise poured by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boaton,
eapera sprinkled on laat.— well. Why risk » serions malady? F. ▲,

°7*i Basar.
ί.
Harper's

Shurtleff à Co.

NEAR G. T. STATION,

Maine.

South Paris,

It has made thoroughly practical
and possible for all the only aUo-

particulars, enquire

HEMLOCK BOARDS.
Hemlock covering boards.

J.

South Paris.

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM
«·

MADE IN NEW ENGLAND.
BEST FOR NEW ENGLAND.

A LOW PRICE

by

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South Paris.
Sample Card· Free.

—

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

KENNEY,

A.

U
Clean·?! and 1*·*υ· fa· t
Promote# a luzuriar.l |rro*t.
Never Fails to Ucttore Ora
Hair to its Youthful Co.-.r
Cure· ecalp tl «et*' A ba.f ta. 4
IQc.and fl.uu si Drugg-su

Liquid Paint.
For Sale

Aivj

work horse for sale.

STATE

ON

—

Wool Carpets
to close out odd

Tenney,

patterns and clean

Chas, F, Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

examined frte and all Glasses

satisfactory.

Patents

Wheeler

house, 6 rooms besides
bath and pantry. Terms reasonable.
1

■xja

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

Purest Flour
"Of the various qualities of flour obtained from the same wheat, the lower
grades are those most contaminated
with grease, dirt, and objectionable
bacteria; the freedom of flour from
these, increases with Its purity."
Pkop. Wm. J Alio.
tlir ir'llklluwu Eutflllh l'hrtont.

The purity of William Tell flour is
<lue to the costly equipment and exceptional care to keep the grain and
flour clean.
The wheat is stored in hermetically
sealed tank· at the big mills of Ansteil
A: Burk Co.
Hefore grinding, it is cleaned six
times.
Neither grain nor flour ever-touches
anything but the bright, clean surfaces of dust-proof machinery. Kven
the flour bags are sewed up by

machinery.

William Tell comes to you from
the mills with nil the brilliant bloom
that only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist on

having—

William Tell
For Sale

by

N. D. Bolster Co.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings fcjL

Sepia and Oit a specialty.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Main·.

Scientific Hmcrfcatt.
Farm for Sale.

Eye-measuring Specialist, |

Job·

invention 11 prohalily patentable. Comtnunlcatlom «trictly confidential. HANDBOOK ο» Patenta
»ent free. Oldest agency for lecurinf patent·.
l'aient· taken through Mutw A Co. recel*·
tftclal notice, without charge, In tb·

& Co.3e,B~-d^ New York
MUNN
Branch Offlce. β36 Κ Ht.. Waiblogloo, D. C.

An Optical Illusion.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Did you ever try to see through your
h aid?
By following these directions
Λ
you may at least make yourself believe you are looking right through th"
palm: Out of a piece of pasteboard
SOUTH PARIS.
-Nichols St.,
about Ave Inches square roll u tube.
Have one end just large enough to flt
w anted.
around the eye und the other 11 little
A situation as an experienced nurse.
smaller. Take the tube between the
Write to Mrs. A". E. Townsend, Oxford,
thumb and Angers of the right hand,
Maine, R. P. D. 1, or telephone E. L.
put the larger end to your eye and
Burns, New England 12 4, Oxford and
{tress your left hand against the smallA new Lot
er end. Keep both eyes o|>eu. Objects
13tf
Otiafleld 14, Oxford.
beyond the left hand will be plainly of
The best ot
Good·.
visible, and there will appear to be a oak woodwork for closets. No old
hole through the center of the palm.
Call and eee this line.
Woman for general houae work,
It la the uncovered left eye which Is goods.
attended to.
No
bing
so
actually doing all the seelug; but,
cook, was* ing done out. Fam·
good
for team.
far as appearances go, It will seem charge
of two.
ily
aa If the right eye were seeing, too,
Xj. m.
Κ. N.

Plumbing

Design·
Copyright* Ac.

a (ketch and description n»j
our opinion free whether an

A bandiorooly Illustrated weekly. I.argett cir»
of any aclentlDc Journal. Term·.
nawcdealera.
year: four montbi. |L 8ul<l by all

in Crayon, Water color,

S. RICHARDS,

«ending
ascertain

Λητοη*

culation

High Grade Portrait Work
Something like a yawn.

TRADE WIAPW

quickly

28-9

new

YEARS'

βο

EXPERIENCE

Friday, Aug. 13th,

Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Lewiston, every day except Fridays.

lioxxfloy,

or

H. L. MORNE.

At Home

If cannot sell quick shall lease for
Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
year.
South Paris.
July 8, 1009.

of

NORWAY, MAINE:,

warranted

FOR SALE.

Norway,

It does the work of Vacuum CleanPower Plants costing $500,
$1,000 *nd upward, and does it better and with more convenience.

Sole agent for Oxford Co.

FOU SALE.
TWO VALUABLE PINK TIMBER LOTS.
of
ami
Lot
poplar, ά>ι farm*, all «raile»
spruce
ami price·*, hoiiic great li.irtnlne. Also a lioanl·
lue holier, bakery mxl harm us shop. Come and
HA/.EN'S FARM Λ REAL
see what I have.
ESTATE AGENCY, Oxfor.l, Me.

on

you.

S. D. ANDREWS,

good second hand carriage·,
Address,
cheap. Also harness.

August ist,

fur·

teir on your

save

ing

For full

&

Knight through the toft hand.

In the

guaranteed.

and

wear

lutely dustless, thoroughly efficient
and strictly sanitary system of cle m·
ing that the world has ever knov/n.

Eyes

For Sale.

promptly

machine

Every

ΙΟ A. M. to 4 P. M

Father—Well, well, children! What's

apple.

niLLETT,

At Rumford,

all this racket about?
Elsie (pouting)—Please, papa, Harold
and I «re quarreling.

are yoa quarreling?
Elsie—Because we were playing Adam
and Eve, and he ate up every bit of the

aflord it. No skill
Everybody
needed to operate it.
Compared
with sweeping, it is no work at all.

Friday. Aug. *20III,

INSTANCE.

Father—And why

E. 0.

A

About

$25.00.

can

Oculist,

Expels

Lock Box S, South Paris, Me.

hand.

the strength.

tax on

Price

Will be at his Norway office over C.
F. Ridlon's grocery store, Main St.,

SS cts., SO ds* 91.00—At ail dealers

Street,

no

vacuum

In time,
Full line of NEW
and health, it will
CARRIAGE FURNISHINGS and save you. It quickly pays for itself
REPAIRS.
many times over. You simply cun't
afford to be without it.

Dr. Austin

Greatest family

stipation.

It puts

it will
CARRIAGES, nishings,
labor, strength

NORWAY, MAINE.

remedy

sbojild l>e spared

cleaning system.
Operated by

up stock.

ELIXIR

(1 e r promise
tlml their live
and those of tli
wouien ::ud clill
dren who U11 .1
i· e : α « e
taken
within tile walls
soon

Cream Separators,
Gasoline Engines, Etc.

BAY

TRUES

of escape,
furl's garrl
surrendered

as

Disc & Tooth Harrows,

efficient

most

the

Wadsworth, Howland & Co.

naval vessel. His polflag
icy in sea lighting was to sail directly
to the enemies' coasts and there so
disturb and Injure them that they
would have no chance to send their
ships against us here. Of the fame
and glorious victories of John Paul
Ion; s you have learned in your school
hi.st< rles. There are different flags for
all the higher ranks of naval othcers
The long, beautiful* man-of-war pen
natifs h < I; very inspiring to an Auier
lean as they float full length from the
masts of our naval vessels.

u η

But
t he

Blowing: Machines,
Horse Rakes,

over a

moans
sun

Osborne Farm
Machinery, I am prepared
to furnish
the

NANT.

twen-

(Fully Protected by Patente.)

A. neat, strong, compact, port,
able machine, weighing only
30 pounds, that contains right
«rithin itself all the parte of

35tf

ADUIRAt/S II.Αι; AND MAN-OF-WAR PENnew

The Ideal
Vacuum Cleaner.

good

w

ty-one miles long, was populated by
farm folk aud laborers and was defended by one fort, whose garrison was
chiefly made up of old men and boys.
Down upon tills valley sweeped Indians and Tories, burning aud slaying
from one end of the district to the other.
Hopelessly out numbered and cut
a I I
off
f rο m
tile

Having taken the agency

for

"It B>t( TJp the Dirt"

—-

r

And All Repairs for Same.

Do you have that dark brown taste in
yoor month every morning when you
awake? If so, von are bilious and sbonld
take two or three of those little Bloodine Liver Pills, easy to take, never sicken, weaken or gripe, 26c., mailed by The
Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.

Here is I leave

Mai·.

the autumn of tbnt year » uinn u[>poured before the marine «ommitto
of the Continental congress .-it Philn
delpbla and asked for euif>1 yinent i
the nary whit·!,

trying

gross and unpardonable.

My

gle

1ΙΛ1

A. W. Walker & Son,

Stock of New Pianos and

B/ Albert Pajraon Terhuoe

In 1775 the Amerlcau colonics wmv
beginning tbelr life and death strug
with Great Brltalu. One day In

"îmi 0IÎ,ce;

Β-Γΰ'

Organs.

XI.—The Revolution.
Indian and Tory Massacre.

Our Country's
Harvesting
First Naval Flag.
Machinery.

"It's no disgrace to fail if you have
with tomato sauce; or it may be sliced
Fare |1.!IS one wayi 9'J.OU Kouud Trip.
done your beet," eaid the philosopher.
cold and served with tomato salad.
man
the
be
"That
HAIL Y CVCLt!Diar« N(JftI>AYS.
so," replied
may
Late in the summer, when fresh cider
is to be bought of the farmers, a good who bad failed. "But it's pretty tough
3t<*amnhipH "Governor Dingley" or
cold dinner dish may be made with a to have to admit that the best you could
State" leave Franklin
Wharf.
"Bay
small ham.
Have the butcher remove do was fall."
for
later
tortures.
were reserved
week days at 7 P. m., Sundays
Portland,
the bone, then roll it into good shape
ButFollowing on this Johnson and
at 8 p. m., for Boston.
If people with symptoms of kidney or
and trim off a good deal of the fat; simbladder trouble could realize their dan- ler made a wholesale raid of their old
mer slowly till done, changing the water
Roturnluc
would without loss of time home section. Mohawk valley, killing
Put ger they
once to prevent its being too salt.
commence
taking Foley's Kidney their former friends and neighbors,
Ler.ve Union Wharf. Boston, week
the whole ham into a dfth which flts it
This great remedy stops the burning th-lr property and committing
days and Sundays, at 7 p. m., for Portwell and is a little large for it, and boil Remedy.
and the irregularities, strengthens their usual abominable crimes. They land.
two quarts of cider with a little onion, a pain
is
no
these organs and there
advanced down the valley as far as
little parsley, and two clove· for ten and|builds up
of Bright'a disease or other
Through tickets on sale at principal
and even Albany wns menminutes; have ready two tablespoonfnls danger
serious disorder. Do not disregard the Johnstown,
railroad stations.
of gelatine dissolv^ In cold water, and
But a patriot force (made up
aced.
«&
Co.
Shurtleff
F.
A.
early symptoms.
Freight rates as low as other lines.
f r Into the hot cider; strain over the
largely of the very men whose famturn out> *nd "«e
had most sufGREW.
IT
and
ilies
acquaintances
J. F. LISG'OMB, General Agent,
™
a cb lied platter with parsley and
on
from
such
raids) marched
A certain gentleman who was noted as fered
Portland, Me.
lemon slice·.
Wulter
™ ie. frequently too young when an angler bad a poor memory as to the •gainst the Invaders, killed
of the fish he had taken,'
Butler and sent the whole Indiankilled, and It is necessary to see that the weight
Oo one occasion a friend who was trycalf is good sized before purchasing.
Tory rabble reeling back through the
The meat is good in several ways; one is ing to entrap him asked in a casual man- winter forests to Canada, broken,
η what Is called fricandeau.
Oet the ner:
.routed, smashed.
"I say, S, what was the weight of that
arge*upper round of the leg, cut four
So ended Indian warfare In the east
and e,ther l*rd It or oover big fish you caught tbe other day?"
The angler turned to his servant and
with tiny strips of pork; put it into a
baking-pan with several good-sited said, "Jenkins, what (lid I say yesterSinging Hi· 8ong.
alicea of pork under it, and cover with day that fish weighed?"
time
sir—in
tbe
"What
yesterday,
chopped carrot, turnip, and a little
onion and parsley and three or four morning, at dinner or after supper?" was
the
reply.
•lices of
fill the
to the

Sold toy

^

was

Madame and I collected the niokela
and distributed the blank aheeta of paper among the dupes, asking each jolterhead whether he or she preferred an
answer in
English, French, German,
Spanish or Italian, and giving one a
sheet bearing the prophecy already written in the language chosen.
loyal
partner never permitted herself the
luxury of a smile at the gross credulity
Each dupe wrote his
all around us.
initials with lead pencil on a proper
blank sheet of paper banded to him, and
when thirty or forty or fifty sheets had
been collected I put them in a solid
block in the metal box, and mumbled a
jumble of polysyllables at the crowd
while the invisible words were stewing
into visibility. This done, I tapped the
box with the wand most majestically,
opened it to the accompaniment of an
incantation, and distributed the sheet»,
each to its rightful victim. Shall I ever
forget thnse scenes, always alike, the
quick gaspβ of surprise, tbe gleam of
staring eyes, the hastening off to a remote corner, there to read in obscurity
the oracular hodgepodge I bad cooked
for them?
Sometimes I could have
the papier-mache
sworn that I beard
head laughing. Poor old Ab! He did
the work and got none of the nickels.—
James Andrews, in Harper's Weekly.

agra-dolce
suggested with the stewed beef, or

why

Pianos

dupes

,t0.

°βί

The Wars of
Our Country

to be mistaken for a citizen of any land
eaat of Cape Cod. The stupidity of the

Beer drinkers and others who suffer
with Bright'» Disease, Diabetes, Back
or Bladder Trouble
roasting-pan, with vegetables and enough Ache, or any Kidney will
take Bloodine
stock or water to baste with," is quite can be cared if they
make a delightful dinner; Blood and Kidney Tablets, 50c. a box.
?
?
what is left may be sliced the next day mailed by The Bloodin· Co., Inc. Boston, Maes.
and served with the same

Every one would be benefited by taking Foley's Orino Laxative for stomach
and liver trouble and habitual constipation. It sweetens the stomach and
as
breath, gently stimulates the liver and
tomato;
pan
regulates the bowels and is much su- depth of an inch and half with bot water
Most economical because it bind· \0% more
to pills and ordinary laxatives. or
perior
stook; cover tightly, and bake in a
sand than any other on the market. Ask the
Why not try Foley's Orino Laxative moderate oven, allowing twenty minutes
or send direct to us for free booklets.
dealer
to-day? F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
to each pound of meat; remove the cover
the last half-hour, and let the veal
"How cold yonr nose Is !"
enwy over all.
"Dad," declared materfamilias in the
,n
country muit be bought
next room, "either that youog man bss
carefully; If it come· from town It is
proposed at last or Towser Is In the par- often far from fresh. Where one can
lor again."
get good sea or lake âsb, of course there
are a thousand ways of cooking It. Even
When Bloodine Rheumatic Llnimeçt
the poorest and coarsest fish may be
has cured so many case· of Rheumatism,
Maine.
used, provided it oome· directly from
why do you suffer with this terrible the
water. A good way of using slices
affliction. It relieves all pain instantly,
of cod or halibut or swordfisb or any
25c. and 50c. a bottle.
'· M·: get an oblong oak
* '00' wide and one and a half
The Angler—Did you tell yer pa that
°° β,,0ββ 0ί ûeh « ·
^
the fish waa bltln* to-day?
•
w,th *trlpa of pork,
His Friend—Yep; an' be said fer me
\°°,ver
and κ
bake It. in a roastlng-pan; when
to stay in the pertater patoh an' they
done put pyramid· of maahed potato
wonldn't4>ite me.
around it and return It to the oven till
tbeo
th® PWnk on
Foley's Honey and Tar not only stops
'·®οη and parsley around
1 ^
chronic oougbs that weaken the consti- ♦κ
These wooden
tution and develop into consomption,
now in depart7
but heals and strengtheoa the Innga. It ment
«tore·, with a «hallow dish with
affords comfort aod relief in the worst handle· on whloh to
lay tbem to serve
cases of chronic broochitis, asthma, bay
for
Nice
trade
to
instead
of the china platter. Or, cook
from
hand
Good second
anyone fever and
$40.
organs
long trouble. F. A. Shurtleff •nd pick up any flab, and put It, oream·
to
from
Second hand
<fc Co.
to ouy for New Year's present.
· h,e·» wall of the potato.

Uniformly Fine

Tbe Confessions of a Fakir.
I sever even guessed that I vu a seer
ontll the spur of poverty drove me into
propheoy. Then I happened to light
npon the advertisement of a wholesale
dealer in prophesying machines at sn
address in Brooklyn—of all places!—and
be sold me an outfit for a low price.
Advice be gave free.
"Look wise," he said. "Band 'em a
line of hot talk fall o' big words.
They'll fall easy."
The machine has been seen by millions
of Americans, and trusted implicitly by
hundred* of thousands. It is to be
found at nearly every aeaaide and mountain resort in the country, What met the

Country Market.
with
beef, that cornea
Beginning
ordinarily in three way·; in a roaat, a
piece for stewing, and in steak—all of
them decidedly tough. If a roast Is the
thing chosen insist that it be two or
three ribs, preferably the second ont, and
have the bones removed and the long eye of the victim was a swarthy, hollow,
strip left rolled and the whole tied or bodjleee head of papier-mache, mounted
skewered. The day before it is to be on a tall tube that sprang from a pedesWord·.
cooked dip it all over in vinegar and tal. The bead was wrapped in a turban,
No. 660.—Word· Within
The first word defined Is found by slightly salt it; let it stand all night on and the dreamy eyes peered afar into
ice. If yon dare keep it a second day— the future over a scrubby plantation of
beheadlng aud curtailing the second
that
if the color and odor are good black Oriental beard. That bead waa
word defined.
Example: Ireland In and is, have
yon
plenty of ioe—repeat the my familiar, and I was Abdul Aziz
•oft woolen goods. M-Erin-o.
treatment of vinegar the second night Khan. Bad I, too, been of awartby and
1. To apportion—In votes.
and add twice as much oil. Then roast Oriental appearance, that fact might
2. To expire—in a farewell.
the meat under a tight-fitting cover and have been some palliation of the folly
wardrobe.
baate frequently; do not overcook it, of the gables who flocked around the
3. To mislay—lu a
and uncover for the last ten niinutes to cheat.
4. To wander—In tropical fruits.
But, far from suggesting the
brown it.
mysterious East, I am a blond, blue5. To suspend—In small money.
The batcher is often able to tell just eyed, tbin, nervous American, impossible
6. An Insect—In a poem.
7. A girl—In a flag.
8. A garret—In open work.

48
118 COMMtSCiAl

No. 549.—RiddU Story.
Llttie 6 7 8 was neither u prince of
the G 7 8 9 10 family uor a very good
boy. One day his graadmotber sent
him to the store for a bunch of 1 2 3 4
5 β 7 8 9 10, bat Instead of doing as
she told him he spent the 1 2 3 4 5 she
1 2 3 for
gave him and bought a rude
his pet rabbit.

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

WANTED.

PRINCE,
Buckfield, Me.

Farm 150 acres. Good Buildings
Gt> !
Winter 20 head and team.
wood lot. Orchard 550 trees. Sil
Sold with <
Private trout pond.
10 room housf
without crops.
Barn 40x80, with basement. Buil
Shed.
Carria^
ings connected.
house. Good road. Mail deliver»·.:
Cream collected. Telephone.
A nice suinmer home.
GEORGE O. CHASE,
76-9 Route 3, South Paris, Me.

λλ·

Kg»

ΙΚ
J,

/λ \Ρ*

_

McCALL PATTERNS
Celebrated for style, perfect fit, simp .*«
reliability nearly 40 ye.ir*. Sold
every city and town in tl>e L'n:?r.l v. .t
I
Canada, or by mail direct. More
Send lor free cat
any other make.
.·

McCALL'S MAGAZINE
More subscribers than any other I
magazine—million a month. ln\a
est style*, patterns, dressmaking,
plain sewing, fancy need.ι «ο: !.. 1 ..·
etiquette, good »tor»e«, etc. On y ίο
I:
ρ
year (worth douille), including:
Subscribe today, or send loi* jai:.;
WONDERFUL INDUCEMENTS
I'o ·:ι| l.ritli! pic
to Λ c:il
and «·■ ·■ cash p'z.-ofc s.
..

1

1

■

■·

THE McCALL

CD.. 2.3 te 2«8 W. 37!» SI. WW 1»'

NOTICE OF FOBECLONIRK.
WHKBKAS, James M. Hasey and M
llaecv of Oxford, by their mortgage Ί*'"1
May iO, 1907, and reconled In Oxford Reglsti
Deed*, Book JMÎ, Ι'βικ W3. conveyed to me.
undersigned, a certain parcel of real estai.
uate In Oxfonl, In tbe County of Oxford. .<
Iwunded as follow, vl*. :
Beginning ut
soutbwestly corner of the homestead of I.en
Dunn and on the chore of Thompson Γ
thence on the southerly line of said I»un'
\
homestead to the road leadlrg from tlx for
lage to West Poland, thence southerly on
road one hundred and fifty rods to a i-tuU
►tones at the northeaiterly corner of land «
br Cyrua S. Haye·, thence south aevei
(78) degrees west on said Hayes' line r-m
one (71) roils to the shore of Thompson I'
·:
tnence on the shore of said pond to the
begun at. The same being their homestead f il
mortg>ik<
said
of
And whereas the conditions
has lieen broken, now therefore, by reason <r
the breach of th* condition th -reof I claim
foreclosure of aald mortgage.
of July. Λ I·
Dated at Oxfonl, this first

1 0».
i7 9

day

GKOKGΚ

IIAZtN

NOTICE.

The subscriber· hereby give notice that tiny
have been duly appointed executors of the la.-t
will and testament of
ALMON TOUNG. late of Hiram.
In tbe County of Oxfonl, deceased, and glv.u
All persons having
bond· aa the law direct·.
dem.inda agalnit the estate of «aid deceased are
desired to present tbe aame for aettlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make μ»)
men Immediately.
WALTRB B. CLARKK. Portland. Malue.
PA Ν ΝIΚ M. Y. CLIFFORD, Avon. Ma»"
May 1Mb. 1»«9.
The reaident agent for Fannie M. Y. Clifford
la H. H. Gardner, 1)0 Exchange Street. Portland.
*7*>
Maine.
NOTICE.
In tbe District Court of the United State* for th«
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
I· the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy
IBWIN W. BOBBINS,
of Woodstock, Bankrupt. )
To tbe creditors of Irwin W. Robblns, In the
County of Oxfonl jfed district a foresaid
Notice la hereby given that on the 24th day of
April. A. D. IBM, the «aid Irwin W. Bobbin·
waa duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditor· will lie held at tbe office
of the Beferee, No. 8 Market 8quare, South I arts.
onU»7thd*y of Jul· A. D. 1909, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time tbe said creditors
a
may attend, prove their claim·, appoint
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
i>e
inch other business aa may properly come
fore aald meeting.

J

South Parte, June 18,1909.
WALTBBL. GBAY.
In Bankruptcy.

